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The Goddess
I see a being that encompassesthe stars and the oceans. The stars areher hair,
the mountains and the earth areher breasts, the sun is her heart.... shining
and illuminating the earth, the moon is her womb, the seas are herfeet.
Her arms are entwined with serpents and great hordes of butterflies and
hummingbirds issue from her outstretched,raised arms. As I watched,she
seemed to come to life and become united with the Primal Life-forceCreator: -?}
.,,_.
male andf emale energiesmerging as One.
fi ;
Thenfrom her breasts flowed rivers of milk and honey and the earth seemed to i- g.
burst with abundance,rich and lush. Fromher wombflowed a river of blood 0g §
-·
and water,into the primal oceanwhich began to team with dolphinsand all ~ ~
sorts of lifeforms....bubblingthe waterswith life! She let out a sound, a note, ~ ~
encompassingall notes, giving voice to the voiceless.The stars in her hair i ~
were brilliant as she swung her head backin laughter. As I watched, she
~~
becamemoreabundantand morebrilliantthan the sun and deeperthan the moon. P
Fertile and wise, green and lush.

In the W"orld They

Call a Dream

These things I have seen
in the world they call
a dreain: The swaying

of tall burgundy trees
surrounded by luminous
red auras; twin moons,
milky and full above
the horizon; a bottomless
canyon where silvery water
rose to fill the void;
yellow stars swirling
in an inky sky.
These things I have done
in the world they call
a dream.: Stood enraptured
in an empty light-filled

room jutting into the
sea; ridden captive
on a train whose journey
had no end; scuttled
through craggy underground
paths to reach a city of
women; glided over a beach
in search of stones.
These things I have said
in the world they call
a dream.: That relationships

ripen like apples and
sometimes
a little worm
gets inside; that people
are used to complex
✓,,truths;" that to take away
our humanity
is to take away
our best tool; that we don't
have to prove we can swim
by almost drowning.
by Deborah

Hillman
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I am grateful.

I feel warmth
so profoundly each time I sit
write this column that each
issue's editorial would be filled with words of gratitude if I were to allow the senti~ents expre~sion.
However I write now on Winter Solstice and by the time you receive
this issu:, we will be in the New Year; the feelings can't be restrained!
Contributors, please know that each of your works of art .are appreciated upon receipt and by each reader; readers, without you this worthy
vehicle would not exist. Each of you who give gift subscriptions help us to
reach an ever broader audience. Our combined efforts and sharing are
making a significantcontri butio1:' toward evolving a drea?' cheri~hing
culture, which in the final analysts will work to the benefit of all hfe forms
on this precious Earth .
.
Special thanks to our Advisory Council, in particular Stanley Knppner, who has been with us from my beginnings and through many ups
and downs and a warm welcome to Russell Lockhart and Robert Moss
into this (advi sory) circle, to each of our 'Networkers/Regional Contact
Persons 'to Dick McLeester (Review Editor), Kelly MacArthur
(proofr:ader), Marlene King and J.C. Bel do for adding vital new feature
columns, Jacki Brooks-Christie who is in process of co~ing on boar~ as
an ad rep and to help with promotions, to the many friends and farmly
members who help in various ways in managing the multitude of tasks
involved in thi s labor of love.
Bravo Hallelujah Danke Gracias Namaste.
We Are Co-creating a Dream Cherishing Culture

Editorial

• -

What is a mystery? Mystery is a stimuli that allows each of us to grow
in our own light. If there is truly mystery in our liv.es, there is great ~oy and
happiness because we recognize the beauty and miracleofthe creation
surrounding us ..... the precious gifts that each and every one of us can
utilize for the benefitofall.
What is culture? An extraordinarily gifted visionary friend of mine
once said : "Culture is what we do every day." If we become consistently
conscious of the mystery and abundance with which we are surrounded,
our views shift and reality changes; consequently, values change and
cultureevolve s.
What changes can we expect 'Wizen We Become a Dreamin~ Culture'? A
visionary response to that question is crafted in the gentle mamfesto presented by Robert Moss (pg . 7). Rejoice in every word!
Information that has come intothiscenterrecentlyraisescompelling
questions, which I now pose to you:
First A new contributor shared having had a dream of John F.
Kennedy' s assassination prior to its occurrence; she wrote him in advance
of the event. A caller spoke of prophetic dreams in which he foresaw the
Challengerexplode and a recent earthquake in California. We published
an article by Stanley Krippner about a man who 'saw' a murder and upon
reporting his dream, was arrested and subsequently incarcerated (see
Psy chic Dreams? Be Careful Wlw You Tell! (Vol. 14 No. 3). How can we
first discurninate among dreams of this nature which are timely
war:iings of pending major disasters, then take preventative action? Can
we create a center- such as an 800# 'Dream Hotline?' - for these
critically important dreams? What are your suggestions/ideas?
Take note: Not long ago in these pages, we opened an informative
controversy focused on lucid dreaming; articles and letters were
submitted expressing various experiences and points of view. Our next
issue will take that dialogue further out on the edge in the dreamworld.
We will be exploring extraordinary dreamstates, such as mutual/shared
dreaming, lucid and shamanic dreaming, Tibetan dream yoga, WILD (an
acronym). Here's the opportunity to ask your questions, express your
opinion, share your experience. Don't miss it!
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News

of hnport

Because our last issue was so long
in process at the printer and in the
mails - and in order to keep to our
printing schedule - we are preparing
thi s issue right on the heal of your
receiving Vol. 16 No. 3. There was not
time for you to send sufficient letters to
fill our Response column, so, we'll save
what has been received for our March/
April issue. The benefit is this allows
more space for sharing the many
informative and inspiring works of art
inside.
Throughout the years, I have
spoken to you in this column primarily
from an editorial and per sonal
perspective. Rarely, if ever, have I
spokenwearingmypublisher'shat.
As was true in taking on editorial
responsibilitie s, I had no idea what was
involved in being a publisher and I tell
you true, it ha s been a school of hard
knocks. I doubt there ha s every been
anyone in business who ha s made more
mistakes than I, and I am the first to
admit it .
Over the years, I have found it
difficult yet necessary to create a healthy
balance between my commitment to
dreams and the provision of quality
information -and finance s ; I continue
to work on inner conflict in this regard.
Sometime s,however ,thedifficulties
come from' out there ' and this past few
monthshavepre sentedrelentless
challenges and changes . Our phone area
code has changed, our email address
changed of necessity and overnight, we
secured a new domain name for our
website (please see top left, page 4 for
new information) and one of our major
sourcesofnational distribution into
bookstoreswent be IIyup wi thou tpaying
us for the past several issues, payment
that was due in December! It's been a
daytimenightmaremakingadjustments
and changes .... attending to all of the
detailsinvolved.
I wa s well taught by our culture to
give, not to ask, for help. However, the
aforementioned+ areas of need that
require revenue soon, compel me to ask
that you make a donation of whatever
amount you are able, to help us recover
and carry on.
Help! There. I did it! Thanks for
giving the plea consideration and for
contributin
if ou are able. v
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by Robert Moss
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(
have a dream: that we will again become a society of dreamers. In a
dreaming culture, dreams are valued and celebrated. The first business of the
day, for most p~le, is to share dreams and seek to harvest their guidance. The
community joins in manifesting the energy and insight of dreams in waking life.
In a dreaming culture, nobody says, "It's onlY-a dream" or "In your dreams,
mister." It is understood that dreams are both wishes ("I have a dream") and
experiences of the soul; that in dreaming, the soul may travel beyond the limits
of physical existence and return with gifts from higher realms.
Vol. 16 No . 4/Dream N etwork
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Dreaming traditions-like
those of Australian Aborigines, Native Americans and early
European peoples - recognize that the dreamworld is a real world, possibly mererealthan
muchofwakinglife,inwhichweoftenstumble
aboutin the condition of sleepwalkers. In 1:ig
dreams, we "wake up" to a larger reality.
Dreaming peoples know that one of the
central functions of dreaming is to keep us
connected to sources of healing, creativity and
spiritual insight in an order of reality that is
hidden from ordinary perception.
Another of the vital functions of dreaming is
to rehearse us for challenges that lie ahead in
ordinary life. Dreaming peoples know that we
dream the future, maybe all the time. An Iroquois
dreamer of my acquaintance says, "Nothing
happens until it is dreamed." If you can dream the
future, you may also be able to change it for the
better by making intelligent use of the
information.
If dreams were honored throughout our
society, our world would be different. ... and
magical.
Let me count the ways:
1. IJream Partners. Personal relations will be
richer, more intimate and creative. There will be
less room for pretense and denial. Sharing
dreams, we overcome the taboos that prevent us
from expressing our real needs and feelings and
open ourselves to those of others.

2. Family life and home entertainment.

"What did you dream?" is the first question asked
around the table in a family of dreamers. In our
dreaming culture, families everywhere will share
dreams and harvesttheir gifts of story, mutual
understanding and healing. Parents will listm to
their children's dreams and help them to confront
and overcome nightmare terrors. Best of all, they
will learn from their children, because kids are
wonderful dreamers. This might be bad for TV
ratings but it would bring back the precious arts
of storytelling, helping us learn to tell our own
story(agiftwithalmostlimitlessapplications)
and to recognize the larger story of our lives.
3. IJream Healing. In our dreaming culture,
dream groups will be a vital part of every clinic,
8
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hospital and treatment center and doctors will
begin their patient interviews by asking about
dreams as well as physical symptoms. Health
costs will plummet, because when we listen to our
dreams, we receive keys to self-healing.
Dreams often alert us to possible health problems long before physical symptoms develop; by
heeding those messages, we can sometimes avoid
manifesting those symptoms. Dreams give us an
impeccablenightlyreadoutonourphysical,emotional and spiritual health. Our bodies speak to us
through dreams, giving us timely guidance on
what we should do (and not do) to keep them
well. For example:
Gloria's Dream Diagnosis
Gloria had suffered for months
from painful swelling in the lymph
nodes under her arms. She was
worried sick about the threat of cancer
and insisted that her doctor perform a
biopsy after a mammogram was
negative. Her doctor then suggested
that the swelling could be caused by
"cat-scratch fever." Gloria submitted to
medication that did nothing to
improve her condition. Frustrated, she
asked for dream guidance. In the
dream that came, she watched someone
being fitted with a neck brace, part of a
complicated "head apparatus." In the
dream, people were laughing at the patient
in a way that irritated Gloria; they did not
seem to realize that she had fractured her
neck. Waking, Gloria could see no

connection between her dream and her
physical symptoms. But she was
goaded to seek a second medical
opinion. Her new doctor detected a
link between the pain in her arms and
a neck problem she had not noticed in
waking life. His examination revealed
a degenerative disk disease in her
neck. When it was treated, the swelling
in her arms went away.

4. The Care of Souls. As a dreaming culture, we
will remember that the causes of dis-ease are
spiritual as well as physical. We will use dreams

'"In a ~reaminl:Jculture. we will.
remember to •sleep on it.·
aslcini:J~reams for creative i:JU@ance
on school assii:Jnments.
work projects. relationships
an~ whatever challeni:Jes
are loominl:Jin walcini:Jlife.
"'When we seek. ~ream i:JUL~ance.
we must he rea~9 for answers
that i:JObe9on~ our questions.
because the ~ream source is infinite(e
~eeper an~ wiser than what ~eats
calle~ the 1aife trivial min~.t

Some of the dreams I have incubated have
been watershed events in my life, leading me
beyond ego-bound agendas. I once sought dream
guidance on a plan to write a commercial thriller,
following the formula of a previous bestseller I
had published. In my dream, I entereda luxurious
restaurant where a banquetfor thousands was about to
be served,all in my honor. Therewas just one problem:
the master chef had walked out becausehe did not like
my menu. I got the message: If I chose to repeat
myself in pursuitofcommercial success, I would
part company with the most creative part of
myself, my "master chef." I abandoned the book
project because of this dream, which broughtme
the salutary reminder that value must never be
confused with market valuation.

l..=================--i
to monitor and rectify energy loss, psychic
6. Using Dream Radar. Dreaming,
intrusions andunhealthyrelations between the
Ii ving and the departed. The insights we gain will
help to make Asklepian dream healing and
shamanic soul work part of mainstream medicine
and psychology.
We will work with dreams that alert us to the
"energy thieves" in our lives. Linda dreamed that
her car kept stalling becausesomeoneshe knew was
drainingits battery. She realized that the energy
thief was a needy friend and corrected their
relationship.
We will use dreams to facilitate soul recovery.
In dreams where we encounter a younger version
of ourselves, or are drawn back to a scene from
childhood, we are brought to recognize a deeper
kind of energy loss, that shamans call soul loss.
Through trauma or abuse, through addiction or
great sadness, we can lose a part of our vital soul
energy. So long as it is missing, we are not whole
and the gap may be filled by sickness or addiction. Dreams show us what has become of our lost
children and when it is timely to call them home.

5. Dream Incubation. In a dreaming culture,
we will remember to "sleep on it," asking dreams
for creative guidance on school assignments,
work projects,relationships and whatever
challenges are looming in waking life. When we
seek dream guidance, we must be ready for
answers that go beyond our questions, because
the dream source is infinitely deeper and wiser
than what Yeats called the" daily trivial mind."

we routinely fold time and space and scout far into the
future. In my journals, I have logged hundreds of
correspondences between dreams and subsequent
events in waking life.
Here are two typical examples:
Dream#l: Sixty-eight peoplehave enrolled
for one of my work-shops.The week-end
presents complex challenges,which my dream
rehearses in detail. (7/31-8/1/96
Follow-up: Just over a year later, sixtyeight people signed up for one of my
workshops. The old dream report provided invaluable and specific guidance on
challenges that developed in the course of
the weekend. (8/'18/97)
Dream #2: I am watching a silly little dog
deckedout in fake antlersfor a Christmas
pageant. The dog runs out on the roadand is
killed but is magicallyrevived by a bizarre
characterwho seemedalien to normal patterns
of human behavior. (3/9-10/97)
Follow-up: The next day, thanks to a
missed connection and a change of flights, I
foundmyselfwatchingthein-flightmovie
on a plane bound for Denver. A silly dog
with fake antlers appeared on the screen.
The dog was killed on the road and
miraculously revived by a low-flying angel
played by John Travolta in the rnovie
"Michael." (3/10/97)
Vol. 16 No. 4/DreamNetwork
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I have never seen more time wasted in
dreamwork than when we fail to run a simple
reality check on dream material to explore the
possibility that we have previewed the future .
As a dreaming culture, we will work with dream
precognition on a daily basis-and
develop
strategiestorevisethepossiblefuturesfo
reseen
in dreams for the benefit of ourselves and othe rs .

7. Building Communities . When we
share dreams with others, we recognize something ofourselves in their experiences . Working
with beginners' dream groups, I enjoy the thrill of
recognition that travels round the circle as people
announce the titles of their dreams . "Naked in
public."''Backinschool." "Falling." "Snake
dance ." "My dead mother comes to visit"
Dreaming, we actually find ourselves in
the skin and life situations of differentpeople . A
Texas woman shared the following dream:
In A Black Man 's Body
I am walkin g down the street in N ew
Orleans. I notice somethin g different about
myself, about my perception of temperatu re,
the way my body hangs. I look down and
notice I have very long, musc ular legs. A
man 's legs ! A nd they 're black! A t this point ,
I become aware I am dreamin g. I am drawn
to the smell of wonderful cajun f ood wafti ng
from a restaurant . A couple of white men
block my way , making racist remarks.
Someone signals telepathically, "Get out of
this place befor e you succumb to his rage."

The Texas woman marveled at the way she
found herself inside the mindset of another
person. "If we could all have the experience of
being in someone else's skin," she told me, "we'd
get over our prejudice and preconceptions ." I
believe she is right. In our dreaming culture, we
will build community on the level of soul.

8. The Art of "Dying. The path of the soul after
death, say the Plains Indians , is the same as the
path of the soul in dreams - except that after
physical death, we won't come back to the same
body . Dreamwork is a vital tool in helping the
dying to prepare for the conditions of the afterlife.
For example:
10
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Wendy 's Waterslide World
Wendy dreamed she was shooting
down a slide int o an Olym pic-size
swimm ing pool, behind her mother.
She was happy but puzz led, because in
waking life her mother was terrified of
the water and had never learned to
swim . As Wendy' s moth er splashed
into the pool, a barrier came down,
preven ting Wendy fr om followin g.
When she peered over tlie barrier, she
saw her mother frolicking with a
handsome, mus cular young man she
recognized as her father as he might
have looked when he was thirty .

When she shar ed thi s dream, Wendy
told me she felt her el derly mother was
approachi ng death but was full of fear.
Her moth er had neve r share d dreams. "I
had the drea m my mother should have
had ." Wendy mused. I suggested she
might try recounting the dream to her
mother, bring ing out all the happy ,
sensual detail an d see whether in some
way she could make it her mother's
dream.
Wend y' s mother enjoyed this, asking
her to retell the dream again and again . A
week late r, she called in high excitement
to report th at sh e ha d had her own dream
of her late husband. He had appeared as a
handso me 30-year -old. He told her he
lived in a bea utifu l valle y where it was
always spring an d woul d be waitin g for
her whe n h er time came.
In our dreaming cultur e, dream encount ers
with the departed will no longer be psych olog ized
away . They will bescre en ed carefullytoe stablis h
whether they are genuin e contacts and wh ethe r
they contain information th at is helpful to eith er
the living or the departe d. In the year aft er my
father's death, he came to m e repeate dly in
dreams with valuable guid ance for the fami ly,
including practical and speci fic info rmati on to
which I did not have access in wakin g life.
Sometimes (as Jung observed) the departed
seem to need help from th e living, especially
when the y ha ve be come lost or confused,

frequently because they are not aware that they
are "dead." Active dreamers will develop the
ability to dialogue with these spirits and help
them find their right path.
,

9. Walking the Path of Soul. The greatest gift
of dreaming is that it facilitates an encounter
between the little self and the big Self. Active
dreaming is a vital form of smtl.r.ememhering
... of
reclaiming knowledge that belonged to us, on the
levels of soul and spirit, before we entered this life
experience. So much of the harm we do to
ourselves and others stems from the fact that we
have forgotten w~
and what we are meant
to become. Dreaming, we remember ... and
encounter authentic spiritual guides who will
help us on our paths. I remember vividly how I
was taught by a vision guide who first appeared
to me during a life-threatening illness in early
childhood that all true knowledge is anamne.sis.,
the act of remembering.
Dreaming, we remember our kinship with all
living things and the Earth that sustains us.
Dreaming we walk between worlds and remember that our spirits are starbom. As a society of
dreamers, we will participate actively in the
emergence of a more gifted and generous version
of our species: the multidimensional human. We
will come to re-vision our world of physical
extension and linear time from a higher dimension and operate (sleeping or waking) in a state of
multiple consciousness. We will treat others with
greater compassion, knowing that we are all
related and face the surface events in our lives
with greater courage and generosity, knowing
that they are only part of a much bigger story.
Creating a dreaming culture is not science
fiction. It is a possible future that all dreamers can
help bring into manifestation, because~
dreamand because there are times when dreams
will push through even the most hardened carapace of skepticism or materialism.
Without preaching, without shouting, all of us
who value dreams can give others a safe space in
which to start sharing their own inner experiences. The encounter may come at a bus-stop, in a
supermarket, in line at the post office or around
the kitchen table, with a total stranger or a dose
relative who is o enin u for the first time.
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We can give those who are just beginning to
share their dreams the gift of validatirn: confirmation that they are not alone, that they are not
going crazy, that their dreams are not "only"
dreams. We can encourage every dreamer to
claim her own power, by recognizing her as the
final authority on her own dreams. Without
setting ourselves up as experts, we can offer the
insights of frequent fliers. We can share what real
dreamers know:

--We are horn to fly an~ in ~reams
we remember the soul has wines.

*

For information on the author's books, tapes and workshops,
please address correspondence to: Robert Moss, Way of the
Dreamer, PO Box 215, Troy, NY 12181.
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A Shamanic

Dream

& Vision

of a New

Grail Myth

© by Maureen B. Roberts, PhD

•;..;,,the following, shared as a message of hope
for the New Year, is a shamanic vision based on
the fourth Dream in a series concerning Princess
Diana and the next phasie of the incarnation of
God as the central archetype of the collective
unconscious.
What we are witness ing in this crucial, transitional time for the Western psyche is no less
than the transposition of the Grail myth to a new
level of consciousness. As a Celtic shaman, I was
deeply moved by the vision that came to mefollowing my death walking Dreamof Diana
(recounted in DreamNetwork, Vol.16 No.3) - of
the connection between her and the Grail Queen
and by the later intuition of Diana and the reawakened Goddess in general as a new Lady of
the Lake.
Diana's sudden yetperhaps timely ending,
which was simultaneously her transition to a new
depth of significance and power, touched a nerveending in the collective psyche at a time when we
have been unconsciously,if not consciously,
clamoring for a more hwman myth, one that will
help fill the empty space left by the failure of
organized religion .... and in so doing displace the
waning dominant of patriarchal hierarchy and its
distantly enthroned God.
When we embrace the opposite principle, the
"I-Thou" of lunar Eros consciousness, the heart
opens in a paradox of simultaneous strength and
vulnerability, and wealmess takes the form of a
mediatorial power of freely offered compassion.
One is then neither merely helpless victim nor
invulnerable hero, but is rather-as Diana
became-the ambivalent Self, the Wounded
Healer as "heroic victim ."
What our arid age is crying out for is a
rediscovery of the inythic stream of the psyche
and the divinity of each of us as unique indivi-

duals in the great family of hwmanity. Over the
past few years, through our growing empathy
with the struggles and turmoils of Diana's life,
and now our identity with the tragedy of her
death, the long-dormant Goddess image has
descended from its unreachable white pedestal of
perfection and simultaneous! y risen up from its
chlthohicimmersioninruddy
instinct In merging
Above and Below, she has moved closer to
hwmanity; indeed, she has finally become one
with hwmanity as its newly emerging dominant.
The mythic Diana - as the English Rose and as
Blanchefleur, the white lily of death, the union of
spirit and matter, male and female, red and white
-has become a major catalyst in the retrieval of
the World Soul, in the mysterium coniunctionis of
individual and global healing and wholeness.
As we move to embrace the era of personal
and social wholeness, the feminine is coming to
be seen in various retellings of the Grail myth ....
not just in terms of its supportive role in the
masculine quest but in a counterbalancing and
complementary development, the masculine is
increasingly understood in its supportive role in
the feminine questfor self-realization. Marion
Zimmer Bradley presents an instance of this in
the development of Arthur's half sister,
Morgaine, the central character of her magnificent
Arthurian novel, The Mists of Ayala, (1983).
Although in many Arthurian sources, Avalon
is identified with the Christian island of Glastonbury, Bradleywithconsiderableinsight
maintains a distinction between the two as a
reflection of the distinction between the Grail as a
Christian relic and its broader significance as a
symbol of the di vine union of masculine and
feminine. The Grail rightly returns at the end of
the tale to its true origin, Avalon. Glastonbury,
on the other hand, represents the superficial
Vol. 16 No . 4/Dream Network
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narrowness of what William Blake would derogatively call the "Negation" ofreasoned belief,
whose exclusive masculinity-embodied
in the
authority of the priesthood and later in the Protestant Church- suppresses its feminine unconscious, the Goddess, who is not approachable
through detached dogma but can only be intuitively known as the archetype of a deep inner
wisdom, a lunar consciousness attuned to Nature
andsoul.
The latter is personified in the Grail mythology by the Lady of the Lake, who in Celtic myth
is an otherworldly guide and teacher of Arthur
and his court. It is this particular facet of the Goddess which is evoked in the last of a series of four
Dreams, three of which were spent with Diana
and a fourth with one of her sons.
In this fourth Dream, I am taking careof Prince
Harry, who is still feeling very fragile, emotionally
vulnerableand distraught after the loss of his mother,
to whom, as I could feel in the Dream, he had been
extremely close. In the Dream, I have been 'given' the
task of guiding him protectively on the way to school,
and as we walked down a long, winding roadway,we
are watchedfrom the roadsideby a large crowd offolk,
as if we are acting out a kind of ritual procession.In
my hand I carry what I know to be Princess Diana's
silver tiara, which is partially broken, and is shapedlike
a crescentMoon. In the Dream I wonder what to do
with the tiara - who to give it to or where to take it since I know it is not for me to wear or own. But I
couldfind no-one to hand it over to and the more I
mused over it, the more it seemed 'right' that it
belongedto no-one in particular;furthermore, it is
obviously no longer something to be worn but rather
has taken on another significance.
In the Dream I pause along the way and examine
the tiara moreclosely.It is made entirely of tiny
diamondsall intricately woven together.
Reflecting on this later, I saw in a trance vision
of this diamond Moon-web the tiny seed-souls, or
divine sparks of the countless folk of Earth, all of
whom were contributing to the tiara, just as in the
Hindu Net of Indra each gem reflects and is connected to all the others. It seemed in the vision
that the seed-souls were embryonic forms of an
emerging lunar consciousness, symbolized by the
Moon-crescent shape of the tiara and I was again
reminded of Diana as the Greek Artemis, twin
sister of the solar Logos of Apollo and Goddess of
lunar light, which symbolizes in the Dream the
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emerging dominance of Eros as the feminine principie of interwoven relatedness, a respect for life
and harmony with Nature.
As I had done after I had my first deathwalking Dream of Diana (described in full at
www.cgjung.com), I consulted the Arthurian
Tarot and drew forth, not surprisingly, the Moon
card. In this beautiful painting are depicted two
dark cylindrical towers, facing each other across a
stream. Rising over the hills beyond, a full Moon
encloses the embryo of a child, curled, like the
Child at the end of 2001:A Space Odyssey, as
though asleep in a Cosmic womb. In the foreground, a solitary Salmon, symbol of the most
ancient Druidic wisdom, strives to leap the weir in
the foreground. This card symbolizes the creative
passivity of waiting, the kairostime of gestation
before the Grail winners,Percival and Galahad,
reveal themselves to the World.
Percival, somewhat like Prince Harry, was
raised by his mother, sheltered from the knowledge of aggressive, traditionall ymasculineskills,
hence he has a strong and sensitive feminine side.
Galahad, a parallel perhaps to Prince William,
was raised in seclusion from the courtly realm of
Camelot and was similarly a gentle, introspective
and reverent soul. Lancelot, caught as was Prince
Charles between the love of two women- Elaine,
the sorrowful and alone mother of his child and
Guinevere, another man's wife for whose adulterous love he forsook Elaine (just as Charles
abandoned Diana) - is raised by the Lady of the
Lake and as a flawed and fallen hero, is worldlywise in the ways of war and courtly traditions.
Wonder again at how our Celtic myths resonate
and abound in this great contemporary archetypal
drama!
Ironically,itis Diana who-after being
buried on an isle in a lake and in having passed
over through death to Avalon, the Otherworldly
isle of Druidic myth-has taken on the role of the
Lady of the Lake. Avalon, where she resides in the
timeless, mist-shrouded realm of mystery, represents the deeper Druidic wisdom in which all
gods are one god, and all goddesses, one goddess;
in which the masculine and feminine and all such
opposites co-exist as positive archetypal polarities.
This collective realm is enclosed in a higher ethic
which transcends traditional morality through
residing in the ancient wisdom of Nature and the
WorldSoul.

The Arthurian Tarot
description of The Lady
of the Lake, as one of the
Greater Powers, is as
follows: "On the middle
of an island in the
middle of a lake sits the
Lady of the Lake on a
throne of weeds. She
holds a sword and a
book, whileatherfeetis
a basket. Beside her is a
crane."1
The sword symbolizes her
ability to wield the Logos of
masculine insightin the service
of the Eros of intuitive wisdom.
The Crane, symbolic in Druid
myth of the arcane knowledge
that she reads and teaches from
the Book of Nature, stands beside her as a soul-guide who,
illumined by the Moon,helps
guide others in j oumeys of
death or initiation to the Underworld. As Morgaine, healer and
Queen of a sisterhood in her
own right, the Lady of the Lake
tends Arthur's wounds and
cares for him in Avalon till he is
called to return. As the dark face
of the Goddess, she is the Morrighan, who as Washer at the
Ford and Dark Woman of
Knowledge, cleanses the bloodied linen of those who have been
slain in battle. As initiator into
self-knowledge,theMorrighan
is described as follows in the
Arthurian Tarot
"The Washer at the Ford
is the shape-changer,
challengingandinviting
all who approach her to
change. She represents
renewal,changing that
which is static to that
which is vital. Her
catabolic action destroys
out worn ideas, leaving
room for fresh growth.

Hers is a positive
destruction, a clearing
away of old growths."

Dream
Qyest

2

As initiator and fostermother, The Lady of the Lake is
dispenser and guardian of a
lunar, intuitivewisdom. Thus
does the fourth Dream invite
each of us to share in the incarnation of this archetypal Grail
Queen of Avalon- the Lady of
the Lake- by allowing the
emerging dominant of Eros to
guide, foster and 'school' the
Logos Throughnurturingthe
divine soul-seed within each of
us, they may grow and interweave with the countless other
diamond facets of Diana' s
Moon-webtiara.
God is still incarnating. The
Divine Child,conceived as new
collective life and vision through
the death of Diana, is gestating
and still being born in us.
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§everal angels show up and ask: "Would you
like to go to a where or a when?" No choice about
going-onlywhereorwhen.
Typically,Ianswered, "Toa when."
Andsuddenlywe'rezippingoutintoablank
blackness,notouterspace,more
an interface frequency-perhaps a wormhole in time-in a whirl of
wings.
I see that we' re homing in on a planet far beneath
us--green, green, green, and some blue. I assume that
it's Earth, but it's no Earth I know. Everywhere there
is land, it's green. No browns, ochres, or maroons.No
huge stretches of desert. I recognize Earth only by the
outlines ofits
We' re flying high, at orbiting satellite level, up
across the planet from the South Pole toward the
North. It's only now that I realize there were barely
any icecaps. But the size of the seas don't seem to
have increasedappreciably. And the continental
shapes are more or less still recognizable.
What is disturbing is that there are no cities. No
checkerboard divisions of fields and towns. There are
mountain ranges, but little bare rock or snowy peaks.
Rather, there are massive forests, and rolling plains
and savannas. It's as though the Earth has become a
vastpark.
As we approach the equator, 1see that the global
beltofrain forests is still intact. It's narrower, but still
there. And yet, there's something odd aboutit, a
sizzly nerve-ending feeling as we approach. Then I
realize that the rain forests are protected on all sides
by a massive force field.
I'm told that although these force fields are no
longer needed, they have been left there as monuments, warnings, sign posts. Humans put them up
centuries ago to totally protect the biosphere, and the
trees, plants, creatures,andhumans that lived within
them. Now people can get permission to visit the rain
forests, and enter and leave them at will. But the force
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fields remain as reminders of who and what we once
were, and must never allow ourselves to become
again.
Just as I'm beginning to despair that there are no
humans left, a beautiful sight appears low on the
horizon-a small city-sized arrangement of frosted
crystal structures with geometrical designs of gold
running through them. Some of the buildings are tall
and tower-like, faceted, with pointed tips, others are
lowandramblingdumpsofstructures-thewhole
exquisitelydesignedandbalanced.
Thereareno
.
street grids. Rather, the patterns of settlement are laid
out according to the locally occurringley lines of
Earth energy-in circles, spirals, arcs, and only
occasionalverticalsandhorizontals.
These people have learned to kythe* with the
crystalline substructure of the particular spots on
Earth where the towns are placed-like a system of
chakras in a planetary body. By working with the
Earth forces and the devas, and by imaging in their
minds the kinds of structures they need, the crystals
joyously grow for them in these images-leaving
room between their lattices to create living space for
humans. It all has a slightly irregular, home-grown
charm. Some crystals grow in enormous single
hexagonalspires-likeapartmentorpublicbuildings.
Others grow in horizontal familial dumps as compounds of one-storied homes.
All these crystals contain wide stripes of gold
mtilations just under their surfaces-usually near the
edges of the facets, outlining them. While this is quite
beautiful, it also serves to focus the internal energies
of the crystals along specific axes.
As we continue our pole-to-pole journey, I can
see that there are very few of these crystalline cities. I
am told that the population of the Earth is very small
now, for only caretaker groups are needed to
.
maintain the human portion of the planetary brain.

' r

These groups oversee the welfare of all the life forms
of the planet and communicate with other beings in
our own solar system and more distant star systems,
such as the Pleiades , Andromeda, Alpha Centauri,
Arcturus, etc.
Although pla .netary and interplanetary forms of
travel exist , they are very rarely used, and usually
onlyinemergencies. This is because the communications system is so good, and because out-of-body,
bi-locational,andintentionalitytravekapacitieshave
become so finely developed, it's rarely necessary to
leave one's home base.
Earth is now serving a tutelary purpose. Its once
massivepopulationhas
learned, and developed,
and evolved, and is now
functioningonmuch
higherfrequencies.Many
Earthfolk have gone on to
otherdevelopingplanets
to carry on the work of
growth and transformation. Earth is now a
pattern maker, a morphogenetic seeder, a selforganizinggarden planet
Al though we'restil1
flying fairly high up , I
keeplookingforsome
signs of human beings, to
seewhatthey look like.
But I see none. In fact I
see no moving life forms
at all, no animals, no
birds. Justthe greenness
of the land, the blue
oceans,andoccasionally,
a city of crystal and gold.
And yet, l feel the
presence of people. I feel
the lines of transmission
and communications that
are tied into the golden
lines of energy within the
structures. But I see only the forms of the kingdoms
of minerals and plants. I know the people are there,
butl can't see them,and I don't understand why.
I wanttoland and look about, but we're moving
too fast, and the time I have to spend on this journey
is very brief. It seems more important to get as much
of an overview of this "when" as possible than to see
or learn the details.
All I learn, as the scene begins to fade, is that this
is five millennia hence . Although it's very beautiful
and peaceful-all the things we say we want-it
Ar t by Ben Schn ire l

makes me a little sad. Where are all the glories of our
past history-the tale humanity has to tell of its
growth and beingness? Where is all our creativity
now?
This is when I'm told thatlinear time has lost its
meaning here. That all timeisavailable-past,
present, future, parallel, and curved. To see what
was, you have only to envision an historical era, and
you're there. All the pastis alive and well and continually functioning, as are all the other dimensions of
time. For the past, you have only to wish yourself
there, and you are there, fully able to see, touch,
smell, hear, and taste.
However, you are
invisibletoeveryone
and everything around
you because the frequency at which you
function is faster than
that of the time you're
visiting. Some sort of
interfacEfrequency
allows you to "dance"
in tandem with the
slowerfrequenciesof
the past, or the faster
ones of the future, etc.,
without doing harm to
your own beingness or
that of any other
creatureortimeline.
Each human
memory is a complete
"museum" of the
Earth's history and can
produce it at will.
Nothing has been lost,
no storage room is
needed, and interpretation is always fresh
because the primary
sources still exist

*

* "Kythe" comes from an Old English root word,
meaning "to make known, to mani £est,to appear." In
Madeleine l'Engle 's Wrinkle in Timetrilogy,she uses
"kything" to mean an intense, loving,empathic link,a
wordless knowing, that appears in your mind when you
are deeply connected with an "other'' that is in reality is
not separate. To borrow a phrase from Doris Lessing,
kything has more of a "substance of we" feeling than
simpletelepathy .
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Dreaming Humanity's .Path.~
LU

I believe that I can create my own reality.
I sense the need to let people know that all they have to do
is believe and then they can create their own reality and have their
desires fulfilled. I go down a path and speak to everyone I meet,
telling them this truth.
The need seems to center upon housing and hunger.
All of a sudden, apartment buildings and supermarkets spring up.
There is no longer a use for money. People just manifest what they
want. After this occurs in my locality, people all over the world
begin doing the same thing, as though it took only one person
to believe in order to transform the world.
18
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Touch Draw 1ng t,y Debora h Koff ~c hap i n
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by Zella Bardsley

..,.J/,,
used

to hav e this recurring dream about a fish tank. It had almost nightmare qualities
for me . In th e dr eam,
l had neglected the tank for a week or so, and when I came upon it, I saw that it was so murky, I could not see in to the water. The fis h had all been cannibalized by the one survivor who had
grown into an enormous, hungry, monster. This suroivor was leaping above the surface of the
water, trying to bite anything he could with his giant, shark-like fangs.
Always after having the dream, I would wake up
quite disturbed. Having been a
person who has always had fis h
tanks and always take n rather
meticulous care of them, I could
notunderstandthefearandconcern
produced by this dream.
At the time l began a path of
spiritual growth and expression, I
·§_ also became interested in my
o dreams and the messages which
_c
u were trying to reach my consciousness. l knew that sure ly the
::,,,: fishtankdreamhadtobeamessage
ti of importance, as it was recurring .
0
D As I began my research, I realized
~ the dream ceased. That was cerb tainly an indication that I was on
CJ) the right track!
C
·~
Dreamsgenerallyareaboutth e
individual
who is dreaming them.
0
.c U nl esst hecharactersarequiteclose
to you, I believe they generally
>-· represent the different aspects of
our personality. Water usually is
representative of some area of
cleansing. The fish tank, being a containerwhichshould
be clear for all to see seems to be representative of the
"container" of the soul. The mons ter fish was neglected
and had consumed all the other fish.I twas the aggressive
fish who survived the neglect rather than the beautiful,
the passive , or the kind fish. The fish was a fearful
organism who could not be approached . It was insane
with hunger .
Once I began tosortthrough the di fferentelementsof
the dream,it becamequitecl earthat I had been neglecting
my own spiritual growth. This caused my su bconscious
to send out a message for help through th is rather
disturbing dream. I had so neglected my needs that my
soul had become murky; too murky with suppress ed
feelings, uncertainty and issues that had been deni ed or
avoided to even be in to be a nurturin environment
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for my beautiful angelfish, my gentle goldfish, or my
brighttetra.Theshadowside,being
neglected as well, would certainly
consume the other aspects, and
become a monster. The dream was
a premonition of things to come if
a change was not made.
It occurred to me that not only
the positive elements contained
within my spirit needed to be
embracedandnurtured,butsodid
the negative. This was a revelation
tome.Ineedtoembracemyshyness
and uncertainty? You bet I do. I
can't force them away but I can
accept them, and once I do, I shall
surely avoid them reaching
"monster"proportions.
Last night, I had another fish
tank dream, which started my
musings all over again . This time I
dreamed that ...

I arrivedat afriend 's home to
find in the next roomfifteen or
twenty tanks fill ed with very
hungry fish. They weren't yet
murky, but the fish were beginning to be quite
aggressive.Ifound myselfhandlingthesituation,
findingfood and throwing it to thefish as quickly
as possible. I even calleda vetfor thefew that had
been nibbledupon. I helped my fri ends to understand the commitment involved with thefish.
The dream broughtto mind theres ponsi bili tywe all,
as interconnected souls, have to raise ourselves to the
highest possible peaks. We must love and nurture
ourselves, for to do so creates loving and nurturing for
other s. Not only must we keep our fish tanks clean and
our fish fed properly but often we must help our friends
in the care of the ir tanks as well. *
Please addrrss correspondence to 4621 Patton Place, Boise, Idaho
83704/(208) 378-1464
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..Reality ..
by Susan A. Santo

Archetypical
dreams have a mythical quality and arouse powerful emotion. My
dreams of this type are in brilliant color and are generally of people who don't exist in real life,
or who do, but have been changed in some fantastical way. These dreams have the same basic
theme: the rational scientific left brain of fact versus the emotion, imagery-filled, right brain of
fantasy. A conflict I have lived with all my life: I must live in the first world, while the second
is what I long for and can enter only in my creative writing and dreams. It is always a wrench
to leave one world for the other. Here are some of my dreams.

coasters.However, this one is like a train on a track. The
passengersare all women and children.The women have
I emerge into a beautiful garden growing outside a
the most beautifulelaboratehairstyles,involving braids,
government building in Washington, D.C. There are
and wear expensivejewelry. The rollercoastergoes over
saucer magnolias and pink and white cherry trees in
hills and down a steep mountain, very fast. I think the
bloom,and trees with largewhite flowers like morning
ride
is over but it's not. We neara lakeand keepgoing,
glories.I am looking at the bright yellow center of these
skimming
the surface.The water is shimmering and
flowers, thinking it is rather like a sunny side-up egg.
incredibly
beautiful.
We don't know if we will sink into
Thereare brilliantly coloredflowers growing
the
water
or
make
it
to the other side. It is the most
everywhere. A truck with a long crane has reachedout
incredibly
thrilling
experience
of my life. At one point I
to tear off some of the branches of the cherry trees. The
am
flying
above
the
lake
in
a
vivid
blue sky; I amfilled
crane is slowly swaying, the branches rustling in the
with joy. We reachland and stop besidea building.
breeze,and little white and pink flowers are soaring
There
are puddles of water containing tiny flowers and
through the air like snow, sending their perfume
insects, which we marvel at. Yet all I can think of is how
everywhere.I know I have to leave this incredibly
much I long to ride over the lake again. I go outside and
glorious place.I start out, only to notice a sign near the
find to my dismay that it has changed; it is now afield
entrance marked "Private Garden:No Trespassing."
of high grasses.The driver is getting out of the vehicle;
Now I can never return.
he says we are in the past somewhere(before it was a
I pick up from the ground a handful of dried
lake). I become lucid and tell him I know this is a dream.
and dying blossoms,all different co/ors,to take as a
He becomesvery angry because
memory. When I glanceback, I see a British policeman
I have punctured the illusion.
running toward me. I begin to run and he pursues me.
"Why do dream charactersalways get mad when I tell
I run through the gate, through the door,and into the them they're not real?" I wonder.He will not take me on
building, where the policemancatchesup with me. I
the rideagain. "This is the one thing that's realhere,
expect him to arrest me, but instead hejust wants my
isn't it," I say. He smiles. "This is the best dream I've
handful of driedflowers, which I give to him.
ever had," I tell him.
Interpretation: The government building, the
I go inside and see a man who seems to be running on
policeman who chases me away, the masculine
water;tften I realizehe is skating on a sheet of ice. I do
crane: all of these conflict with the very feminine
the same thing, delighted.Wefind some preciousjewels.
I dream that I wake up and am telling someoneabout
garden, the realm of creativity.
this dream. I then repeatthe entire dream, including the
flying over the lakescene!
Interpretation: The incredible lake, the most
I am in an amusement park. Different groups of people
fantasy-like part of this dream, is seen by my
are taken to different rides.My row is taken to the
"lucid" self as the only thing real.
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~nchant:ment:

I have decided to take a high school English class (I'm
in my 40s). The teacher, Elizabeth (in real life, my
physical therapist), comes in, very smartly dressed with
nylon stockings and a short skirt. She quickly wins the
class over by telling jokes, singing, and dancing with
her co-teacher, a man she introduces as her husband.
They are like ice dancers whirling on the floor. She
passes out four textbooks; they are old books with cloth
binding and the print of the title obscured, on the
history of the English language. I am very excited
about these books and put them into my bag. Class is
over. I am to attend a party at Elizabeth's house. She
lives in a mansion with beautiful furniture.
At the party she is talking animatedly with her
guests, men and women elegantly dressed. Elizabeth is
very fashionable. Her husband is also there. I know that
something isn't right. I ask how long she has been
married and how many children she has.
"Ten years, and I have five children."
I go outside to think. The spacious porch runs
around the house. Growing out of the concrete is an
orchard of trees with large dark glossy leaves and
purple eggplant fruit. I go back inside the house. This
time I notice that the older guests are looking at
Elizabeth strangely as if they have noticed
something is wrong. I ask each one,
"Have you ever met Elizabeth's husband before?"
The answer is always,
"No, I did not know she was married."
I decide to confront her. I shout at her, "This is
all wrong! None of this should be happening." With
that the spell is broken. The majority of the guests
vanish; the husband is also gone. The house is shabby
and Elizabeth is no longer elegantly dressed. Her whole
demeanor has changed, no longer confident and
dazzling. I ask her, "Are you married?"
"No, I am divorced." "How many children do
you have?" "I have one child." This is correct.
At class the next day Elizabeth neither dances
nor sings. The children complain she is boring. "Well, I
can't be dazzling every day, now can I."
Her "husband" is only her co-teacher.
Interpretation:ThedreamcontrastsElizabeth's
wonderful fantasy life with cold reality. Yet my
dream ego felt I had to break the enchantment.
Was I wrong?

~wo

Animal ~reams:

Lamh an~ ~"1er
This dream is based on the TV series Star Trek: The
Next Generation. The android Data's programming is
being altered by a female scientist who wants him to be
able to feel emotion. He sees a computer screen with
two choices: lamb and tiger. He is told that he must
choose,for his new programming, which he would like
to be like. Having no experience of either, Data asks,
"Query: what is a tiger? What is a lamb?"
She explains that a lamb was a soft woolly
creature while a tiger is a ferocious beast with orange
and black stripes.
"I should like to be a lamb," Data says.
"You've been a lamb," she says. "Be a tiger."

'With

5prinJJ. G,,ne the 'Wolves

I am trying to find my way through a
confusing building to my apartment complex. I end up
in a crowded auditorium and walk to the other end,
where a woman tells me to go outside and I will find
myself on the North side near my building. Outside, I
am delighted to find that spring is returning. There is a
meadow of flowers one must go through to reach a long
gray building constructed of stone blocks. To my
delight, I discover that not only are the flowers
beautiful, but their textures are wonderfully soft to the
touch. There is a pattern of two kinds of flowers, outer
and inner. The inner flowers are even softer, incredibly
soft. I reach the building and walk along it, searching
for the entrance. I find a circular photo placed at one
spot, of two white wolves nuzzling one another. (When
winter came, many photos of this sort had been
removed as the wolves only appear in the spring.) I
find another photo of wolves and marble impressions of
wolves carved into the building. I hear shouting and
see, in the distance, a man approaching with white
wolves dancing around him. I am ecstatic at the return
of the wolves. Another person is being menaced by a
snarling wolf; surprisingly, this does not alarm me;
I still feel joy.
Interpretation: The tiger and the wolves seem to
be symbols of emotion, and emotions, we all
know, can be violent.

~ir"b in a Ca8e
I am in a kingdom where a war is raging. A group of
animals beg me to help them escape. I miniaturize
them, hide them under my jacket, and return to my
home town. I wander into a neighbor's house (they
have gone to see a play). The living room has a high,
Continuedonpage46
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by Fredrick Zydek

Sometimes I wor r y that a ll my doubts
have forked tong u es . Is th a t faith?
Certain dreams th ink so. I go among
them coughing up p uff s of soo ty prayer.
I'm easy to spot. I' m a lways t h e o ne
holding a rosary in one ha n d a nd a blank
stare in the other. I loo k cent ered.
But if you watch close ly, yo u ca n tell
I'm only a questi o n mark in th e middle
of a circle dra w n b y th e ine vitable.
I'm expecting a le tt er from th e cosmos
to explain all th is. In t h e mea ntime
J look for ways to av o id th e twisted
who sometimes grov el at my fee t. How
shall I pr a y for their hea lin g if I do
not: believe in my own? Wi ll th ey care?

I know how to recite a n swers so eloquent
and entertaining
no t eve n th e wise
notice I have named t h e th under without
proving a thing about th e co ming dawn.
That's how it is when drea m s w a nt to be
prayers. You have to tend t h e m like sacred
"-.."-.. sec rets and keep them very we ll-groomed.
~~ day t hey'll wake up befo re you do.

~~
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-Oreamine ~ ~'\If
Into ~sic
These are dreams
that begin in the bones,
dreams that call
planets and stars
into existence,
dreams where the soul
and the imagination
crawl out into
the nothingness
and build nests
large enough to hold
more than their own
weight. The heart,
no longer just drum,
pumps billows
that feed flutes and oboes,
reedy sounds that wilt
their way through
the sinews and marrow
of everything that sings
on strings. Here the wind
is master , things of hair
and real gut moan
their way into melodies
even angels put to memory.

-Oreams ~hat ~urn Insl~e Out
You cannot plan for these dreams.
They come prowling around
on their own two feet. Sometimes
they more sing than prowl.
They've been known to fly in
on the tall end of prayers or wait
at the bottom of dark waters
until we swim out over our heads .

Music burgeons from the DNA,
from the neurons and atoms
whistling their way
through the darkness
from which anthems bloom.

~he Outer

~st

-Oreams

These are dreams where even the soul
casts shadows, places where light
and darkness dance like high school
sweethearts reunited after many years.
These are dreams that still know how
to tell the long lessons of the sea,
dreams that can write their names
on the skin, dreams that sometimes
have dreams of their own. Usually I
enter alone. Only swallows follow.
Sometimes an old man hobbles along
side me. He rambles on about the color

Sometimes they have silver linings.
More often than not they have fangs
and wait just beyond the water hole
for us to lower our lips and drink .

of fear and the texture of exaltation.
It amazes me that despite his ailing
limbs, dim eyes and the use of a walking
stick, he matches my pace step for step.

Dreams that want you to walk in tall
yellow grasses should be entered
with caution. Phantoms large as lions
sometimes wait there with yellow eyes.

I have noticed that while he frequently
accompanies me on the journey, he seldom
enters the dream. He tells me that some
times it's better to be a witness to dreams

Occasionally a nightmare will take you
by the throat. Just when you expect
your jugular vein to be ripped
from your being, the dream turns

than a participant. I never argue, but
suspect he has been but an observer most
of his life. Besides, some of these outer
dreams can only host one rider at a time.

inside out, and you discover your neck
is being kissed by the perfect lover.
And that's the rub. Unless you're willing
to enter every dream that comes your way,

If you're bored with your own company,
I can not recommend these dreams . You must
be the sort that likes to spend long hours
by yourself to successfully enter them.

one day their doors will remain closed
to you. The sacred mystery that embraces
all the lovely contradictions will pass you
by until even your skin forgets how to dream.

They weave magic no herb can trick your
mind into believing. These are dreams meant
for the stout-hearted, those who can face
all the dirty jokes the mirror has to tell.

Art by Susan Hickman
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In Your Dreams
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by Head & Leg. [Seeland 540CD]
Available forS12.00 postpaid from:
negativmailorderland, 1920M onument
BIvd. MF-1, Concord,
CA 94520. On the Web:
www .reading.com/headleg

Reviewed by Dick McLeester
For the past year, I have been
searching far and wide for any
songs or recordings that are related
to dreams. There are many
fascinating recordings out there,
but these guys take first prize. This
60-minute CD consists of 18 tracks,
a truly surreal blend of evolving
soundscapes and spoken word
sketches that come straight out of
the dream world.
Created by two audio engineers
from Boston, Robert Pierce & Ken
Lacouture have made recording
that is unlike anything else out
there. Expertly crafted, at times
you might think you stumbled
upon Monty Python or Firesign
Theater performing live at a Laurie
Anderson party. Strange, odd
juxtapositionsofsoundswhere
anything can happen. But for those
who are familiar with dreams, this
is still oddly familiar ground.
At first you may be struck by
the artistically perfect use of sound
effects. With instrumentation
ranging from guitars, keyboards
and spoken word to sampling,
grunting, pots, pans, car horns,
telephones,bathtub,toaster,
creaking floors, water bowls,
footsteps, cows, atomic born bs,
wind- up fish and so much more ...
all skill fully placed to draw you in
and keep you guessing. You may
howl with laughter as the humor
verges on slapstick in several dream
narratives. Like the one where the
guy keeps loosing his shoes one
after the other ... and finally finds
Jesus wearing them! Or the
carpenter who pounds a nail into
thesidewalk that bleeds milk.
This is not a good CD to play as
background music at a party. But
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this is much more than random
sound effects or aural slapstick.
Listen again, listen closely. That's
right, use the headphones. There
are deeper layers to this recording
that run through it all and come
forward if you listen closely.
"The themes are about the
contrasts that add tension to our
lives-the contrast between the
dream world and the waking
world, between the working world
and the personal world, between
the intellectual and emotional
world. The whole conflict with the
dream and waking world is a
metaphor for the way our society
doesn't honorthe imaginative live
of people. This bottom-line world
we live in doesn't allow that other
world to exist. It wants to crush
that feeling in people. It comes
down to people as machines that
make money. You live life enough
to survive it, you tum off the
soulful side of your brain." [Ya, tell
us about it.] When you listen close
enough to see the thread of this
theme, and many others, the wild
swings from humor to horror, and
from the most idyllic dream worlds
to the most obnoxious start to make
perfect sense. Sort of like when you
look at a dream close enough.
Head & Leg's production sits
on the edge where the conscious
and the unconscious meet, a space
where order and chaos are not
mutually exclusive. With the
dominance of television and movie
special effects, we tend to forget
what a great medium pure sound
can be for sparking the imagination.
As Pierce says, "It's like those
moments where you're almost
asleep, but not quite, and you're
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having these thoughts that are very
weird and yet make perfect sense at
the same time. It's the perfect
subject to explore with pure sound
It creates the same kind of 'theater
of the mind' that old time radio
drama did. You can convey a lot
with just words and sounds
because you're forced to use your
imagination. In dream logic we
make sense out of the most
incongruous things ina similar
way." Perhaps this is why National
Public Radio called this recording
"A feast for the mind."
See if your local record shop
can find this one for you, and if not
order one direct. This takes dream
exploration way beyond sitting and
talking. And perhaps some parts
will inspire you as they have me, to
begin using sound and theater to
bring dreams out into the world in
new ways. Besides, you just hafta
hear some of these cuts ... The
Womb Room, Put the Cow Into The
Machine, The All-Pain Network,
The Dream Factory, Teeth and With
In. Oh, and for excellent sound
samples, and unique dream &
music links, check out their great
Internet Web site at:
www.reading.com/headleg

*

Co11tactDick McLeester@ 14 Chapma11St., PO Box 92, Grt!enfield,
MA01301Ph:413/772-6
569 fi111flil1dr.•n111i1184
~dw11gi11gwarld.ccJm

J!;ouse
of 7JBreams:
A Fictimal Nightmare by Gay Eberle

~aris
was the most
talented dreamer I ever met. She
came to Bruce's House of Dreams
every Thursday
at one o'clock,
regular as clockwork.Usually gifted
dreamers are a little bit loose about
time, like the drifters who fall into
the House of Dreams wearing tiedyed shirts and Tibetan llama hat s
from the Spirit Dream catalog. They
wander in when they feel like it.
Sometimes
they
make
appointments;
most times they
don't. They come out of the dream
cubes with a bright glow in their
eyes and their pupils dilated, then
they drift away again until the wind
blow s them back.
But Maris was differ ent. No
prayer wheels, no incense, no exotic
clothes. When she first walked in, I
thought she had come to th e wrong
place. She dressed like a straight
arrow, khaki slacks and loafer s,
always
tasteful,
even a little
conservative. In the fall, she wore
white
turtlenecks
with little
mu shrooms or autumn leave s on
them, and she always smil ed as if
she didn't hav e a care in the world.
She never talked much, either. In
this, too, she was unlike the young
Birkenstock s who came out of the
cubes and insisted on telling me
every detail of their
dreams
whether I wanted to listen or not.
Though she said little, Maris ran
deep. I knew that from the monitor s.

Ona good day, shecould reach REM
in Iese than 12 minut es which was
pretty extraordinary
given the
troubled time swelivei ndr eamwise.
She intuitiv ely understood
the
di scipline of dream s.
It isn't clear exactly when people
lost th e ability to dream on their
own. Bruce think s it was about 1972,
or at least it start ed th en and things
got worse over th e past thirty years.
Bruce is not a train ed dreamer, and
he ha s no academic crede ntials to
speak of, but he is one of the best
natural dr eamers around, and, in
the years of running his House of
Dreams, he has acquired as much
kn owledge
of dreaming
as
psyc hoa naly sts u sed to hav e before
psyc hoanaly sis went out of bu siness
beca u se people's ability to dream by
and larg e dried up . They don't even
teac h mu ch about dreams in college
psychology classes any more because
th e t a lent has so atrophied .

Dreaming is considered by most
people to be a vestige, like an
appendix, some thing antediluvian
that we don't need anymore since
wehaveTVand theinternettodream
for us and drug s to control mood
swings.
Bruce and his House of Dreams,
however, have been successful in
spite of all thi s. There are still enough
people out there who at least want to
dream or to find out what dreaming
used to b e like that Bruce has been
able to keep the House of Dreams
going on a commercial
strip
dominat ed by muffler shops and fast
food joint s.
The House of Dreams is a simple
concrete block building that used to
be a di sco unt furniture store. Bruce
said it was sheer luck that he was
able to buy a store already called
Hou se of Dreams. He didn't even
have to change the large sign out
front except to add, in small !etters
above the word House his own name
and to blot out the word Furnitur e
on th e bottom.
Some customers still come in
thinking it's a furniture store, of
course, and they're taken back a
little by the small white cubicles.
Each cell is equipped with a low
watt bulb controlled by a dimmer
and has a small plain mattress
without sheets . Instead of sheets,
Bruce uses the sort of white paper on
a roll that doctor s use on their
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examination tables. He uses cloth
covers for the small pillows, of
course, but he says using real sheets
would drive the cost up and then
dreaming would be too expensive
for many people. He also feels the
whitepaperaddscredibility,makes
it
seem less like checking into a
cheap hotel in the middle of the day.
And since people dream best on their
backs, the white paper makes little
difference in terms of comfort. He
keeps a supply of light airline
blankets
for people to cover
themselves if they want, for body
temperature goes down even while
taking a short nap. Other than that,
eachcubiclehasonly a small chair so
people can sit down and take off
their shoes.
He never had to spend a penny
on advertising for the dream house.
From the very start, word of mouth
was enough. After twenty-five or
more years of people not dreaming,
there was a vast, untapped desire to
dream out there and Bruce was
catering to that. We have never been
overwhelmed with customers, not
like Computer City or the appliance
store up the road, but business is
steady enough to compete with the
nail salon and tanning booths next
door.
The first day Maris came in, I
pegged her for someone who still
thought the House of Dreams was a
furniture store. When she stepped
out of her mini-van, well,I assumed
she was a soccer mom looking for a
deal on a china hutch. It was unfair
of me, of course, and I later kicked
myself forjudgingdreamersso much
by their outer appearance. I now
know that dreaming is such an
internal thing, buried so deep in the
limbic system thatthere is no way to
judge the dreamer by his or her
exterior.
She was biting herlip nervous! y
as she approached the counter and
saw the small green monitors at the
control desk.
"Is this where I can come to
dream?" she asked tentatively.
As I said, I was a little surprised.
I had taken her for a hutch-seeker. I
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saw her look nervously at the row of
closed doors running the length of
the store. Red lights were on above
some of the doors, like the lights
over confessionals in old Catholic
churches. The lights showed which
cubes were in use. It being one
o'clock on a Thursday afternoon,
dream traffic was light. We had a
couple of Birkenstocks in room three
andinroomfiveabusinessmanwho
used to live in California. All of them
were experiencing REM in waves of
about twenty minutes.
"Yes," I replied, "you can dream
here. Sure."
"I've never done this before,"
she said with a nervous smile.
"It's really simple," I said. She
looked hesitant, and I assumed she
would be a one-timer, if she even
stayed at all to dream, but, not for
the last time, I underestimated her.
She stood there looking at the doors
of the cubes as if working up her
courage. ''Would you like to try?" I
asked.
She nodded and then smiled,
looking relieved, as if now that she
had decided to try to learn how to
dream her nervousness had gone
away.Ihadherfilloutthenecessary
paper work and decided to put her
in cube seven which was toward the
back. Experienced dreamers could
use cube one up front because
generally they could dream even
with the sound of traffic outside.
Some actually preferred it because
they said the background noise
stimulated unusual image flows.
New dreamers, however, usually
did better in the back.
Her blue eyes surveyed the
interior of the cubicle and lit
nervously on the bed with its white
paper cover.
"You can take your shoes off," I
said, pointing to the chair.
"Does it help?" she asked.
I shrugged. "Some people seem
to think so, and later on, if you get
into lucid dreaming, you may want
to use the toe stimulator." I nodded
toward the wire with the small
copper cuff on the foot of the bed.
As far as I know, the toe
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stimulators
were Bruce's own
invention. It became clear to him
after the first two weeks of business
that people had grown so unused to
dreaming on their own that they
needed a little help.
"We use the stimulators
in
connection
with the EEG," I
explained, pointing to the two wires
at the head of the bed. ''We monitor
your REM sleep out at the desk.
Most of the time we just let people
dream and then show them how
long their REM period was when
they leave, just to prove they had a
dream, so they don't ask for their
money back. But in lucid dreaming,
you can enter your own dream
consciously, only at first you need
help,sowhenweseeREMsleepina
dreamer we push the toe stimulator
from the desk. That sends a mild
electrical impulse into the big toe,
not enough to wake the person up,
but to serve as a sort of subconscious
notice that the dreamer is dreaming
and needs to pay attention to the
dream."
I could tell this talk of wires and
interactive dreaming was making
her nervous, so I eased up and told
her she needn't wear the wires this
time if she didn't want. Shesaid,no,
she wanted to do it right, which I
thought was pretty brave.
She took off her shoes and put
her toes against the wall, then looked
embarrassed as she sat on the edge
of the bed while I attached the EEG
electrodes to her temples with putty.
As I hooked up the toe stimulator, I
thought she might bolt, but she
didn't. She lay down stiffly, arms at
her sides, staring wide-eyed at the
ceiling.
"It helps if you dose your eyes,"
I said with a smile as I shut the door
and the red light went on.
That first day she hardly
dreamed at all. She slept for about
two hours, but there was only one
little blip of REM on the tape.
"Is that all?" she asked She stared
atthelittlesquiggleandlookeda
bit
let down. She sighed, then said , "I
better pick up the kids." I thought I
would never see her again.
Cont i nuedo n page 44
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DNJ: How did you first get interested in dreams?
Henry Reed: I recorded my first dream in 1968, when I
was a graduate student at UCLA. A student friend had
inspired me with the dreams he shared with me. His
dreams were different than what I was learning about in
school. In m y psychology classes dreams were seen
primarily as medical samples to be used by professionals
for the purpose of diagnosis. But my friend was having
dreams that he used himself for inspiration and guiding
his life.
DNJ: Didn't you teach dreams in a university setting
yourself?
HR: Yes, in 1970, I began as an Assistant Professor of
Psychology at Princeton University. I saw the possibility
of combining dream research with a human potentials
vision.My first dream project concerned a humanistically
designed experiment to improve dream recall. The
students and I explored what happens when people try
to improve their memory for dreams. No one had ever
tried that before, especially with a humanistic approach
involving full disclosure and collaboration with the
students, who were the participants in the study.
DNJ:
What did you learn about improving dream
recall? Anything we can share with our readers?
HR: You can learn the ropes but not use them if you're
not motivated to do so. We discovered that there is both
a skill factor and an effort factor in dream recall. People
can develop dream recall skills, such as lying still in the
morning and writing down whatever comes to mind. But
lacking proper motivation they won't spend much time
using those skills. We published in 1974 our study in the
Journal of Humanisti c Psy chology, showing that given
special incentives people can demonstrate dream recall
skills they had learned.
DNJ: Did you do any work on dream interpretation in
the university at that time?
HR: About the time I began teaching at Princeton,Fritz
Perls was doing dream symbol dialogues at Esalen. His
work would ultimately open up dream interpretation
technology to the masses because he was the first person
to practice a specific dream interpretation technique in
public for all to see. We could experiment with his
method and learn from it.
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In my course on Carl Jung, for example, we
married Fritz Perls' dialogue method to Jung's symbol
amplification perspective. We would interview a dream
symbol to learn its meaning.
GayleDelaney,bytheway,whohassincebecome
well known for her dream books, was a student in that
class. She developed her "Dream Symbol Definition"
method from our work in that course on Jung.
DNJ: I know you spent some time at the Jung Institute
in Ziirich. How did that affect your work with dreams.
HR: It's hard to say. When I wentto the C.G. Jung Dream
Laboratory in Zurich, during a sabbatical from Princeton,
I went there to work with Carl Meier, who had written
aboutAsklepios, the Greek god of healing in dreams. But
I was surprised at the mechanical approach he took to
dreams in that lab. He had people sleep ina cold room to
see if they would have more active dreams to warm the
body. He had no conception of a humanistic approach to
research. I wanted to help people incubate healing dreams.
He was against it, so I came home and did it on my own.
DNJ: How did you do that?
HR:
My dreams initiated me into recovery from
alcoholism, so I had some personal experience about
how they worked in that way (the story of this healing
appears in my book, Getting Help from Dreams). I had
also had a series of dreams that provided some of the
details that I used to develop a dream incubation ritual.
I wanted to do this work in a setting outside the laboratory
and I got myself invited to the Edgar Cayce summer
camp, where dreamwork was a regular part of the
activities. I created a "dream tent" for people to sleep in.
I asked them to decorate the tent with their dreams and
I helped them to prepare for a special dream.
DNJ: Did it work? Did people have special dreams?
HR: Did they ever! They had past life dreams, out of
body dreams, things thatl had never experienced myself.
I wasinaweofwhatwas
happening. Frankly, it was over
my head. I was not spiritually awakened enough, or
mature enough, to deal with what was going on.
I wrote an article a bout the work up to that date,
and the Journal of Humanisti c Psychology accepted it, in
1974, without any changes! That was flattering. But what
I wrote enraged the faculty at Princeton. They terminated
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my cont ract, which was an unusual
people, and took more of a coach-like
m ove, an d cau sed some dissension
attitude. I let people create their own
in the departmen t.
sacred space, create their own dream
DNJ: What got them so upset? They tent substitute at home: the personal
didn't like dream study?
dream diary.
HR: It wasn'tt he contentthat upset
them, it was m y experimental
method. I wro te in that article that if
., . .
: .....
you wanted to obtain such dreams in
psychology
ex periments,
you
.-:<'
\,.~
-:-·.:
~·' ;-..... ·=
couldn't conceive of dreams as being
i, _.,.
,.--_.~MW
,
the result of a mechanical process. I
.
'
proposed that we need to view
,.i
"''
~~..
dreams as an element in a story line,
~
•::--.!llr.u•
~1
involving an autonomous, trans- -~~~~~~
person al awarene ss,andthatthe best
way to pro vi de a context to develop
'
that story line wa s using a symbolic
¼.
ritual , not a mechanical technique.
The folks at Princeton took that to
mean that I wa s subverting the
scientifi c process.
DNJ: That must have been frus- DNJ: You continued to research
trating for you, especially if the Journal dream incubation, but in a different
of Hunumistic Psychology had been so way?
enthus iastic ab outyourpapertohave
HR: Yes, exactly. The Edgar Cayce
publisheditun edited.
Foundation commissioned me to
HR: Well , I was terribly hurt, yes . createahome-studyresearchproject
But als o, I felt overwhelmed by what on dreams. I was excited by the idea
was coming out of the dream tent,so
fortworeasons.One,Igottodevelop
I wanted to stop it anyway, until I theapproachofconductingresearch
could gro w in to it. That was back in with people in a humanistic manner
the perio d of 1974-1976, and there by having them work on self-help
wasn' t the sam e climate of underprojects at home. That approach has
sta nd ing and support as we have provenveryeffectiveandintheyears
today for that ki nd of alternative
since,manyothershaveadoptedthis
reality.
synergistic approach to awakening
DNJ: Well, I' m sure the dream tent consciousness through research.
wou ld be popular today. It suggests
Also, I was interested in exploring
that dr eams are a doorway to all the EdgarCayce'sbasichypothesisabout
al tem ative con sciousnes s manifestdream interpretation.
ati ons pe ople explore these days.
DNJ: That sounds intriguing. What
HR: I felt that I helped open up a did he say about dreams?
gat ew ay to the heavens , so to speak, HR: It's not so much what he said
so that di vi ne energy could mani £est about dreams , but about how to learn
in dream s once again. I was pleased · to interpret them . Hi s basic idea was
w hen , in 1983, A psychiatrist named
that it is easier to learn to interpret
P. Richard Gunther, published an dreams if you have a reason to use
article in the American Journal of them for something constructive. If
Psychotherapy, "Religious Dreaming:
you try to apply your dream insights
A viewpoint," in which he credited
to making constructive changes in
my dream incubation work with your life, he proposed that dreams
demon strating that God was alive would respond to your efforts and
and well in dreams.
help you learn to interpret them.
But at the time-this
was DNJ: That sounds like the dreams
around 1974-1 backed off that would be active from their end to
intense shamanisticrelationshipwith
meet you half way if you would get
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off your duff and do something about
your dream interpretation instead of
justthinkingaboutit.Isthattheidea?
HR: Exactly. Hugh Lynn Cayce,
Edgar Cayce's son, is quoted as
saying, "The best interpretation of a
dream is one you apply." Just as
Montague Ullman developed safeguards so lay people could work
together on their dreams, so Edgar
Cayce had proposed a safeguard for
individual dream work. It was testing
a dream interpretation
through
application.
DNJ: So how did you implement
thatphilosophyintoyourhomestudy
research project?
HR: I created a "Dream Quest"
workbook. It took the idea of the
dream tent and spread it out over
four weeks, with a weekly cycle of
dream work . The adventure began
by a person gathering dreams for a
week while thinking about various
areas of life that could be improved.
Then I created some dream interpretation exercises that helped the
person collaborate with their dreams
to choose a project to work on, such
as having more fun with the children ,
or getting along better with the boss,
or improving personal morale. The
exercise helped them to develop a
strategy based upon their dream
interpretations, then try it out for a
week while recording more dreams.
The second week's dream interpretation work focused on getting
feedback from their dreams on the
use of their strategy . From that work,
they developed a revised strategy,
and so on, continuing to look to
dreams for new insights to apply and
then getting feedback from the
dreams about that application.
DNJ : It sounds like it created the
possibil ity for a relationship
to
dreams that would make for an
ongoing drama . Did it work?
HR: It sure did! At least for those
who saw it through to the finish.
There was a discipline involved.
Aboutone-thirdof the approximately
2000 people we enrolled finished the
project. Most of them had very
positive stories to tell. The dream
interpretation exercises wo rked to
Continued

on page 40
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HOW

PLACEBOSHEAL:

DREAMS, THE PLACEBO EFFECT
& CREATIVE CON5CIOU5NE55
byGraywolfSwinney

INTRODUCTION
The placebo effect and spontaneous remission are two of the most
powerful yet discounted healing
phenomena known to the healing
arts and s cie nces. Like magic,
heatings occur with any or all
illnesses. Yet nothing, no treatment
or substance has been done or
administered to the patient that can
account for them. In studies of a new
treatment, it must always be compared to the placebo and outperform
itinorderto be considered effective.
And even here the placebo effect is
pushed into insignificance
and
discounted.
Consider the following: As a
control in studies, the placebo
consistently
brings about symptomatic remissions and healing for
at least 30% of the individuals taking
them, often much more. If the test
drug performs in the 60% range (as
many, if not most, do) and the 30%
rate for placebos was also at work
with the test group, it accounts for at
least half of the effectiveness of the
test treatment. The new drug is only
working at aboutthe 30% level or no
better than a placebo . In most cases,
the drug company or proponent of
the treatment generally prefers to
credit the drug or treatment with all
the healing and claim the new
treatment60 % effective.
The placebo effect operating
in the test group is ignored and
illusion is created about the drug's
effectiveness.
The same criticism also applies
for an treatment, be it s iritual,
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allopathic, naturopathic, shamanic or
for any other modality. In at least
30% of those treated, the placebo
effect is most likely responsible for
the healing. Seen from this perspective, the placebo is indeed a
powerful healing force, perhaps the
broadest and most powerful one
known.
In our rush as healers to claim
credit for healing and justify ourselves and our profession, it is
convenient to take this stance, claim
the credit ....and discount the placebo
effect. To do so, however, is to turn
our backs on understanding the
body's inherent natural healing
capacities and the power of our
consciousness and spirit in the
process. It also, incidentally, disempowersourpatients and discounts
their ability to self-heal by taking
credit for what they have somehow
done themselves.
When I first entered the healing
sciences as a pragmatic engineer and
encountered this phenomena and
studied the data, it was my notion
that we could not really understand
the true nature of healing without
understanding this phenomena. I was
dumbfounded that no explanations
of how it worked existed, or at least
not any that suggested practical
application. That began my now 28
year quest in search of an explanation
of how the placebo works. The result
is the Creative Consciousness
Natural Healing Process (CCNHP)
that has been described in several
articles previously published in the
Dream Nehvork Journal.
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THE SCIENCE OF
PLACEBOS
Quantum Mechanics:
The dreams that st uff is made of

The placebo effect is a consciousness event and more specifically, an event in which consciousness and matter interact to
change or transform a disease
structure into a healing process or
flow. At the level ofreality at which
this event takes place, it is not even
possibletosaythatitisaninteraction.
This is a level at which consciousness-matter -- or as it is more popularly
known -- mind-body, are not different but are a "stuff," (for want of a
better word) which is not committed
to either condition, yet is both. It is,
in other words, a level of quantum
reality.(Quantumrealitydescribesa
reality in which something, for
example light, can display properties
of being both matter and pure energy
as wave form.) The laws of quantum
mechanics apply rather than the
linear cause/effect laws of more
conventional science (including
medical science). Sudden changes in
state -- or quantum shifts -- occur
instantaneously. It is a reality in
which all is interconnected and
uncertainty reigns. We are part of a
natural process, influencing it and
being influenced by it at subtle levels,
where structure is only a passing
creation of continuing evolution.
True natural healing takes place at
this quantum level where mind and
body are the same; transformation is
the essence of reality, and reality is

awareness, (i.e. humans have consciousness,animals don't). However,
we have come to understand and
define consciousness
far more
broadlyalongshamaniclines.Itexists
in all things and at all levels of being.
There is nowhere or nothing in which
consciousness is not involved and
present
To be true, this implies that
consciousness is a field in the way
that physics uses that term. Fields
exist before enel'3y, force or matter
and are the source of these manifestations. Einstein's life-long quest
to explore the nature of space-time
andfieldsandhistheoriesofrelativity
showed that space itself has structure
and is permeated with fields. Electric,
magnetic and gravitational fields
have been identified, but our explorations into consciousness dynamics suggest that in addition to
those, there are two others: time and
consciousness fields. We suggestthat
the interaction of these fields in
various corn bi nations create the
physical and energy structures of
reality. Strange attractors influence
these emerging structures of consciousness in its interactions with
other fields to create the essence of
self and reality. A more detailed
presentation of this conjecture and its
implications is beyond the scope of
this particular article and will be
presented in a future article. For now,
consider it a working hypothesis.
The last element of science
involves neuroscience or the study of
The implicationis that our dreams are the brain, how it works and, in
reflectionsor symbols of the structures particular, its role in disease and
that underly our beingness and, in healing. The brain's extension
throughout the body is the nervous
particular,our diseasestates.
In that the placebo effect is a system. It connects the brain with
consciousness event, to understand it every part of the body and nerve
also requires understanding
the impulses control and monitor the
nature of consciousness
and its functioning of every organ and
dynamics. Thisisnotyetascience but muscle in the body. Nerve impulses
underlie every sensory input to
the seeds are planted and beginning
provide the fundamental basis for
to germinate.
What people mean by con- our perceptions of self and reality.
sciousness is varied. Some mean no This is all controlled in and by the
more than awake or aware (conscious) brain itself and more specifically by
synaptic firing sequences or patterns.
as opposed to asleep or unaware
(unconscious). Some see it as the The pineal and pituitary organs or
essence of intelligence and/or self- glands are of the brain and control

created from infinite potential.
This level of reality exists on the
edges of chaos or infinite complexity/possibility. From this vast
potential of infinite possibilities,
reality is created. There are principles
by which this creation emerges out of
chaos, known as strange attractors.
Strange attractors, as defined in chaos
theory, are essentially organizing
principles which limitthe patterns or
structures that manifests from chaos
and give them form. The CCNHP
reveals even more fundamental
principles (consciousness experiences
encountered at the deepest levels of
thejoumeys)identifiedas "archetypal
strange attractors." Not archetypal in
strictly the same sense as used by
Jung; instead the term refers to
principles so primordial that they
underlie the fundamental shaping of
all structures from the universe and
its galaxies to the most fundamental
of sub-atomic particles. These experiences are commonly encountered
from person to person and underly
the individual's self structures.
The CCNHPmodel identifies this
level of experience/reality as the
"edges of creation" and at this level,
selfand every element ofour being is
created .... including the structures
that manifest as disease in our
physical and emotional being. This
level is also the source of the
unstructured or chaotic consciousness
that passes through us and is shaped
in its interactions with our organism
and psyche to manifest as dreams.

moods and secrete the hormones that
controlhowwefunctionandourbody
chemistry. Increasingly the brain is
known to operate in a holographic
fashion which means that change in
any part of the brain affects the whole.
In brief, the brain is the basis of
the entire body's functioning and of
all our perceptions of self and reality.
Dysfunction in any part of the it affects
the entire brain and organism.

THE DISEASE MODEL
Work with the CCNHPhas led to
certain speculations
about how
consciousness interacts with the brain
to influence its operatiQns, to in tum
shape our personality and physicality.
To illustrate this, consider the
following case study:
Sonja is a health professional who
suffers from relatively debilitating
slow progressive multi pie sclerosis.
During the course of several dream
based journeys, we encountered
severestatesofrestrictiononasensory
level, experienced, for example, as
kinks and crushing pressures.
Following one particularly intense
journey, both her mother and son
called later the same day to complain
of feelings that Sonja had experienced
in her journey.
Their experiences had happened
at the same time as Sonja's. Moreover
and uncharacteristically, in chatting,
her mother offered unsolicited
information about conditions surroundingSonja'sconceptionandbirth
which confirmed our speculations
during re-entry. Her mother had been
feeling extremely restricted in her life
and Sonja was conceived to provide
meaning and purpose in this restriction. Another factor was that
Sonja was ready to be delivered on
Christmas Day, but because both the
doctor and mother did not want tQ
interfere with their families' Christmas celebrations, mother was instructed to "sit on a pillow" and hold
Sonja back, which she did.
Moreover, the onset of Sonja's
disease followed a plea, or prayer,
she herself had expressed while
trapped in an abusive, physically
demanding and restrictive marriage.
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"I pray for something to happen that
will free me from this and all that he
expects me to do," she begged. Very
soon thereafter, she was afflicted with
her disease which released her from
the relationship.
This thread of restrictiveness that
weaves throughout Sonja's life was
present during her conception, birth,
upbringing and further manifested in
her first marriage and subsequent
disease . Restrictiveness defined her
world and imprinted in her consciousness and neural structures to
shape her organization of self and
world from her earliest beginnings.
In essence it was a strange attractor.
As a consciousness structure present
in her parents at her conception, it
influenced the mix of gene s coming
from them.
It influenced
how the consciousness field interacted with the
other fields to create the essence of her
body and mind out of all the infinite
possibilities. Itimprinted itself in her
neural structure both in fetal stage
and as a baby-child. It evolved into a

patterns are hybrid chemical-electro
phenomena
that are, in essence,
consciousness wave fronts arising out
of infinite possibility . They are ordered
in part, as implied in the preceding
paragraph, by environmental
consciousness structures and events
acting as strange attractors to shape
the neural firing sequences that define
self image and influence the functioning of the entire organism.
These patterns or sequences are
stored in the brain experientially as
fundamental
primal sensory self
imagesdefiningthenatureofselfand
reality. They shape our perceptions of
self and world out of the raw flow of
sensory input. It is why eight people
will have eight different perceptions
of the same event. The CCNHP
suggests six zones and characteristics
of consciousness dynamics that stem
from these images and eventually
manifest as physical and behavioral
functioning as self . These are described in Chapter 12 of "Oioical

firings that defined a very deep primal
sensory existential image of self

Butz , published byTaylorandFrancis.

Now stored in the brain, it
influenced how her nervous system
functioned and how her pe rsona lity
developed . Sonja's mind and body-n taking on this primal image and
consciousness structure- - eventually
manifested it as multiple sclerosis, a
diseasewhichrestrictsandsuppresses
the flowofnervous energy throughout
the body by affecting the sheath which
surrounds the spinal nerve bundles.
In this way , her inner senses of self
created the same condition in herouter
world . (One model of brain function
holds that for every movement we
make, for example, moving our hand
to scratch our nose, the brain creates
an image and sequence of synaptic
firings and the hand conforms to this
model. The outer reflects the inner .)
In quantum reality, the beginnings of the stru ctur es that form
the universe appear as wave fronts
arising out of infinite possibility to
form electrons and oth er subatomic
particles that interact to become the
structure of matter. Neural firing

THE HEALING MODEL

Guide to
Non!inearDynamicsand Therapeutic
specificneuralorganorpatternofsynaptic Change"edited by Chamberlain and
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Cb_a.QS;__A_ Therapist's

Since healing's a matter
of mind over matter,
And matter's a matter of mind.
In matters that matter,
when healing's what matters,
Chaotic's transformativemind.
Healing is an ongoing process of
ever evolving consciousness energy
flow, as opposed to disease which is
consciousness
energy bound in
unchanging and unadaptable structures. Fundamental healing involves
reaching these levels of primal disease
consciousness structure to release the
bound-up energy. To do this we begin
with a surface manifestation of the
disease, usually a dream image
although not necessarily limited to
that. Dreams begin as chaotic consciousness energy. In its journey
through our organism and psyche, it
is influenced to take on the shapes of
deeper aspects of self. On the aware
or dream level these sha es often
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become the plot and symbols in our
dreams; whatever else they are, built
into them are the roots of our deeper
self, including the rootsofourdisease
states.
Using a Gestalt type method and
encouraging the imaginative process
of the client, we invite them to imagine
and yield ever deeper into these
consciousness
structures and dynamics. We encourage sensory rather
than just visual or auditory imagery.
It is a process of "becoming." In the
journey the fears and pains encountered are embraced to fully
identify with them. To help, the
mentor enters shamanic co-consciousness and shares the experience,
in a sense modeling the way. It is in
this becoming and identification that
the fundamental
image or neural
firing pattern becomes activated. The
client is fully identified with it and
experiences
it as self. This self
identification is important as will be
seen shortly.
The experience atthis level is now
even beyond the sensory. It is a reality
filled with the elemental structures of
the archetypal strange attractors
which shape our personal and the
general universe. It is the level of
quantum reality in which distinction
between matter and energy is not
clear. It is a zone that on one side is
experienced as the primordial patterns
ofsensoryflowthatdefineselfandon
the other, pure complexity and chaos.
Undifferentiated
or chaotic consciousness. Infinite possibility. We
invite the client, now fully identified
with the disease structure, to let go
into this infinite universal solvent, to
yield to it and become it. The disease
pattern dissolves and from the chaos
a new self image emerges. On the
neural level, the synaptic firing pattern
that holds the disease structure loses
coherency and randomizes, or becomes non-linear and complex. From
this complexity emerges a new firing
pattern that represents the healed
sense of self.
This new self image gradually
affects the entire organism. The new
synaptic firing pattern defines a more
healed self and shapes the sensory
inflow differently, influencing the
Contin ued on page 45
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girls sitting before me are aged 12-17,convicted felons, too
young for the regular prison. We're in the chapel of an upstate New York
residential center which for many of them is a day trip from their home in
New York city. At their age-- most are 14-- I was conjugating Latin verbs
on Saturdays.
Yet we still have much in common. I too am from an inner city
culture, yet I was a shy bookish child. I remember one summer when I
was 14, sitting on my front porch off Denison Avenue in the near West
side of Cleveland. A gang of girls walked down the street, loud, laughing,
shouting: I put down the Irish fisherman sweater I was knitting and
sensed vaguely that something was missing from my life. Only months
later, I joined them-on pursuits of Dairy Queen , ice skating, "hunks,"
dancing, drinking, and general figuring out how to manage growing up.
We never talked about school, and for the first time, I was accepted for
who I was . This group of girls (though loud) had a lot of integrity, and I
really believe that in the cauldron of my own famil y difficulties, a corrupt
city, a dangerous neighborhood, and a changing culture, they (and my
religion) saved my life. As chaplain at the girls' residential center, I
remember the profoundinfluenceof an inner city and the difficult family
that caused me at 14 to look so sad and ugly in my school picture, but I
also hold out for them the same influence of love and acceptance, of
integrity andresponsibilitythatalsoweremine.
It all started with a
dream of my own. I dreamed five years ago that I was 14 and tending the
wounds of a black woman. As Jungian analyst Marion Woodman relates,
it was a black Madonna dream, where the sacred feminine demands
something. 1 Here the worst image was of a black woman looking at me
like she didn't trust me. It lasted two weeks, and I saw her face especially
while driving. I took it literally, that I needed to work with minorities,
even though a psychological rendering would simply have me integrate
my own background more thoroughly I suppose; yet I think psychology
critic James Hillman is right-dreams signal political action that is needed,
action in the world, not simply within my psyche.2 When the chance to
help at the residential center came, I snatched it even though I didn't
know who was there. Twice a week I hold ecumenical church services and
offer individual spiritual direction. Dreams, however, take up many
sessions in church because I believe that, as Jeremy Taylor says, dreams
come for our health and wholeness. 3
Over the three years I've been there, I've seen patterns in their dreams
that are patterns of girls trying to overcome poor behavior and thinking. I
find their dreams indicative of what we as a culture need to address-for
they, as African American females, are perhaps most discarded in society
and the dreams reveal what needs to be done to heal so many wrongs. In
their dreams I also see a pattern of wholeness for us all in that the dreams
prefigure the ability to act consciously with respon sibility and knowledge.

Vanessa's Dreams
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I want to start with an example to ground what I'm saying. The most
violent girl, Vanessa, kept telling me her dreams in church. A little girl
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appearedin her dreams,inviting her into a roomwith a big
fireplaceand picturesof the little girl all over the room.
Vanessasaid she kept beckoning, even thoughshe, the
dreamer,kept trying differentdoorsin the house. One night
at church we were pressed for time and unlike my
usual fashion (following Taylor) where I try to elicit
from the dreamer what it might mean (which takes
time), I went ahead and made some suggestions.
Vanessa asked, "What do it mean? Listen, last night
she had a baby boy in her arms! I ain't having no boy!"
I saw the baby boy as symbolizing new life and the
fireplace as indicative of warmth,Ll and I responded
that I thought she needed to be more at home with
herself. She seemed exasperated and said , "I has dis
dream when I is home!" In a tender kind of exasperation I looked at the walls and said "not a place like
this! You need to love yourself more!" Vanessa
physically erupted and said "That's my problem! I
don't love myself!" At this point the staff was yelling
for Vanessa to hurry , so I quickly responded, ''Yeah,
well somebody inside you already does, and she's got
pictures of herself all over the walls-how ya like
that?!" A big smile crossed her face. The dream s were
indicating exactly what Vanessa needed to do to grow
up and manage her own life and problems.
Vanessa later dreamed that she died (very common
dream) and that her family passed by without not icing
and that two options awaited-a breezy cool lighted
atmosphere and a reddish hot atmosphere. Drea ms of
death signal a transformation-letting
go of an old way
of life. 5 That month Vanessa was throwing chair s at
the staff, even requiring the state police at one point. In
another month she requested spiritual direction and it
was there that I found out about her alcoholic mother
who abandoned her at age two and now refuses to call
her, a violent brother, a difficult family, and a friend
who died of the same activity that landed Vanessa in
the residential center. I heard her say that her goal was
to be independent of them yet to still have contact with
them and love them.
At our most recent meeting, Vanessa related that
she was no longer being restrained and was making
much progress, yet she was having trouble sleeping.
She related her worst dream yet: she is walking along
with her sister and a wind starts blowing and she sees
her cousin (who molested her for several years until
she was six years old) who has an innocent-looking
face that utters that he loves her and won't hurt he r
and that she needs to come with him. At that mom ent
in the dream, she wakes up in terror. The dream has
recurred many times and has prevented Vanessa from
going to sleep-she is afraid she will see him again
there. As she told me about her abuse, I could tell I'd
reached the bottom of an already too-full pile of events
in the life of a girl who looked 25, not 15. Confident
that she was getting counseling from several staff
members for the abuse, I could proceed to talk about
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the dream.
The tension in the dream posed the innocent look
on the cousin's face against the wind blowing and
horrible feeling that the dreamer had. As we looked
together at the specifics of these images, Vanessa
related that she always trusted anyone who looked
innocent: "you could be the meanest person alive but
if you look innocent and friendly, I'd go with you."
The dream was warning her, I said, of this tendency.
Now she could look at it and realize how much love
she needed in her life because of her mother's abandonment and drinking problems, and realize that she
could work on meeting those needs consciously rather
than be tricked by anyone who seemingly promised
love.
As we pulled together the strings of Vanessa's
life-the mother's abandonment and drinking and the
cousin's molestation-she related how sad she was, to
the point of suicide at times. Yet her dreams, particularly this last one, show tremendous strength and
energy. She laughed when I pointed that out. I suggested she confront the dream figure and tell him she
was older now and wiser and he could not trick her the
same way as before.6 "But it's hard!!" she protested. I
reminded her how powerful her dreams were for her
own healing and that she needed the sleep. Each dream
had prefigured what she needed to do to regain her
strength,andcorres pondingly, Vanessa's behavior
improved in tow.
When all her dreams are taken together, what
Jeremy Taylor writes becomes apparent: the creativity
and resourcefulness Vanessa needs are there when she
has such challenging dreams. 7 The seeds of her selflove are in the little girl; the transcending of family in
the funeral dream; the choice of behavior and conse=quences in the atmospheres; and the wisdom to
confront both her molester and her own need s for love
in the dream of the cousin. What perplexes me and
why I write is to point out how Ii teral Vanessa was,
how unprepared to interpret her own dream s, and yet
how very hard her psyche was working to alert her to
her own strengths and struggles. In a culture that trains
girls and boys at age 14 to be overly literal, we cause
them to be perilously unaware of the gifts of their own
dreams and strengths.
Facing the difficulties of her own life and integrating them are what most psychologists would say
Vanessa needs to do in order to harness that anger and
move forward; yet at 14 this girl has difficulties that are
truly profound. The dreams were there for her when
perhaps no one else was.

Nishiqua's Crosses
This dream appeared on a note to me:

I be walkin' in a meadow with huge glass mirrors and a
light that be gain' on and off Everywhere I step on
cross~sof all different sizes and colors,and every time

I pick one up hear screamin'. Every
cross had its own screams.
Nishi qua had this dream four
times and I asked to speak to her
about it since it so startled me.
What really bothered me was the
screaming, so I asked right up
front, preparing myself for the
worst, if she recognized the screaming. "Yes! It be my baby brother.
He be killed two years ago." The
child had walked into the street
and been hit by a car; he was only
one and a half years old. I learned
that like many African American
girls in church Nishi qua had had
many deaths in her family. Of her
huge family, four siblings had been
killed: a brother in prison, a sister
visiting her father, and I was too
stunned to remember the fourth.
The dream signaled to me the
need for her to let go of suffering;
and I told Nishiqua that I thought
that she needed to accept that these
terrible things had happened, to
grieve them, and to go on-that

God didn't want her to suffer
forever. Nishi qua erupted and told
me that twice in the dreams she
tried to carry the crosses and that
they wouldn't stop screaming;
twice she dropped them and they
stopped.
These recurring dreams, like
Vanessa's dreams, were em phasizing (with the mirrors and lights)
the need to look at herself; the
dreams were speaking as loud as
they could, yet Nishi qua had no
idea what they meant. The girls '
prison requires much psychic
energy directed toward change;
their very schedules are quite
demanding. I made sure she joined
the bereavement group where she
would be supported in her grieving. She was able to join with the
other girls and communicate better
with staff once she understood
what the dream suggested. What
still haunts me, however, is the lack
of general awareness or caring of
how much these homicides affect
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the African American comm unity and thereby affect us
all.

Talina Seeing Santa Claus
Talina said she dreamed she woke up in her
bedroom at home and saw Santa Claus outside the
window; yet when he saw her, he screamed."Is I ugly?" she
asked as all the girls laughed while I recoiled, stunned.
I was stopped at this one and could not reply; in it I
saw the man who brings presents appalled that he
could not bring them to some children. In Talina's case,
I didn't think it was because of mistakes she'd made or
crimes committed, but rather for her poverty. Santa
screaming signaled to me her being outside the culture
and that the culture was afraid of her.
Many girls dream,like Vanessa,oftheirfamilies
not even noticing them in their dreams. Like the dream
of Santa, these dreams indicate being shunned by
family and culture. At age 14, their dreams are preparing them to be independent. I tell them one story
when they ask about ugliness or have dreams like this:
I ask who the first person God threw out of heaven
was. They answer Lucifer, and I go on to say that he
was the most beautiful and most intelligent of all God's
creatures and that God did not care how beautiful
someone was or how intelligent-what mattered was
how your heart was with God. That quiets everyone
down at once in a culture that, like Toni Morrison's
work so well illustrates, makes African American girls
feel ugly Iike Talina. When dreams indicate shunning,
they bid us to let go and be honest with ourselves
about how we are being treated, rather than to keep
looking for what we won't get. 8 They prepare us for
relationships that we choose, ones that truly nurture us
and enable us to be able to belong to and with others in
a relationship of honor and respect.

Latique's Baby Bottles
Latique dreamed the following:

I be on the train, you know, and I got this huge
plastic bagfilled with baby bottles and they be droppin'
out the bag. They befor my baby sister-she be three
and too oldfor bottles-and she be sitting besideme.
The train stops and the doorsopen, but I want to hold
them open, and my baby sister does it, but the doors
shut and they cut off herfingers,
and I be picking them up on the tracks.
We talked about dependency-that
the baby
sister was too old for bottles and that she might represe nt a part of Latique that was too dependent on
others. She jumped, and so did the staff who agreed!
Fingers being cut off is like power gone, and yet the
baby did try to hold open the doors. We talked about
how at the prison they had to live in new ways, and
that change requires fits and starts, strengths and set
backs. Latique's dream, as many of the girls' dreams,
oints to the de endenc issues women face. The
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dream alerted Latique to this problem and the need to
address it.
Many of the girls experience dismemberment
dreams or dreams of violence. These dreams relate to
the violent culture they experience, but they also relate
to the psychic need to cut off the behaviors, as Jesus
said, that offend. They also point to the transitional
feeling that any of us have when we are trying to attain
a greater level of being or awareness-we sometimes
feel that we can't be whole or that we're afraid that we
won't be able to complete this task.

Conclusion
All of us land in prison at some point in our lives:
it is the wilderness experience, the years Joseph spent
in prison, the temptations in the desert Jesus expe~ienced. It is part of the spiritual journey that every faith
writes about. And in that wilderness experience, we are
called to let go of things we would like to grasp that we
think are gods. These girls' dreams show us what they
need to let go of, which are destructive family and
cultural influences. When abandoned, unloved,molested, filled with suffering, unaccepted by the culture, and
drawn to dependency, these girls dream in strong
images of being able to love themselves, transcend
their families, overcome suffering, and manage their
own lives.
Consciousness of such images reinforces the girls'
own inner strength. It allows them to grow in selfconfi dence, harness their energies and join with others
who can help them. It also enables them to make the
kinds of life-giving connections they need.
My hope is that in schools, prisons, and churches
we would offer a place where dreams can be taken
seriously. Such a place would teach young people
about associative thinking, theconnectionssym bols
make, and the intricacies of working with dreams. It
would encourage the personal and social growth that
dreams ask of us as we bring often bizarre images into
consciousness and have the courage to do what they
ask of us.
When we do, we become more mature and stable
mem hers of our community.

*

Notes:
1 See Dreams:The language d the Swl, Boulder, CO: Sounds True Audio
Publications, 1991,and The Ravaged Ilrtdegroom Boston: Shambhala
Publications,1991.
2 See James Hillman and Michael Ventura, Wf!ye Had a Hundred Years d
Psycb,tberaw and the Wcr)d's Getting Wl:cie, New YoricHarper Collins,
1992
3 See Yv'bcrePeq;ile Ay and Water Runsl/:pbill New York: Warner, 1992, p.
5.1 draw from Taylor extensively in my work with dreams.
4 A good source of dream symbolism is Robert Bosnak 'sA ljtt)e(ousein
~ Boston:Shambhala Press, 1988.
5 Taylor, p. 183.
6 Taylor, p. 2~264.
7 "Dreaming Deep & Surfacing: Worst Case Dreams" Creatirn Spirituality 123

(1996): 15.
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There is a cow.
Its hair comes to a tuft along its back. It is both
domestic animal and wild. We are all there.It is both us
SeeYour
and not us, me and a group of people with whom I am
Aura in Color
familiar. The singer, Libby, is there. At first I pet the
cow, and then a young boy joins me.
The boy takes charge of caring for the cow.
Many of us are now in a large rectangular cart.
The cow is pulling us on its yoke. The boy is no longer
there. The cow pulls us around and around. He (she?)
begins to pull us faster and faster and the cart begins to
swing wildly from side to side, dangerously. We are
Aura Cameras
pulled around like this two or three times. I push on the
Like the befo re and afte r photos above
long wood en slat that forms the side of the cart in an
you r clients can see instantly the results
of their hea ling, in fu ll col or ! Heale rs
effort to stop the vehicle that is out of control,
and therapists in over 35 countries use
our aura imagi ng equipme nt with great
to escape imminent death, but it is too late.
success. The Aura came ras are popular
We all fly out, are hurled from the cart
at healing cente rs, meditation retreats
and new age book stores.
into the trees that are around us.
To host a cameraat your store or event or for
more informati on on purchasing a cameracall
As I land in the trees, my last thought is a conscious one
"I am dreaming and I am not. I am really going to die
Call 1 800 321-Aura
Progen Co.. Industry LeadersSince1970
right now." At that instant a veil of black-ness, total
319 SpruceSt., Redwood City, CA94063
blackness, descends. I am unconscious.
Phwoop! Popped right out of the physical world.
Seconds later, by Divine Providence, I am hurled back into the physical w orld. We have
all returned. Libby, the singer, is there discovering the planetary changes as I do to o.
As I look at the cart in motion, I remark with awe that it is now being pulled by
'Monarch Butterfly Energy.' There are many beautiful sights all around us, a bright
pureness to the colors of nature. I come to a bend in the landscape and looking around
the corner, I discover a large beautiful blue lake, water extending where before there
was none. I begin to weep at this sight as do others.
Somehow we have been given a second chance.
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tures, white is a color of mourning. 2
in the world at large? Are you at
Again, there are correlations
sea without direction? It is also
between the symbolism of water
valuabletoestablishmorespecifics
and light and your dreams may be
about the locale: is the pool in
presenting them in tandem to
which you are swimming inside or
underscore their importance.
outside which may be a clue as to
With the universal meanings in
whether you are working out this
mind, ask yourself about your
issueinternallyorexternally.
personal associations to water, the
Regarding the aspect of identity as
color white, swimming, et al. Write
metaphorically represented in the
down your answ ers or even draw
dream, it appears you can move
them.
In this instance, I would even
effortlessly on the surface (i.e.
.suggest going swimming to see
swimming) of your world, butselfwhat images/ideas come to you as
identification (grounding)toyour
you keep the dream in mind. There
locale seems to be an important
may be puns at work here, too: in
issue to establish in order to
regard to the stucco buildings, ask
complete the identity process for
yourself if there are places in your
the dreamer.
life where you are stuck? And what
The next step is to establish a
are the buildings? Are they houses
relationship to your dream's
(domestic areas) or professional
universal and personal symbols.
office buildings (areas where
Universally, water has numerous
careers express)? What are you
symbolic meanings that span vast
building? Also, The dreamer
times and cultures and it is imporindicates
that waking from deep
tant to examine its wide spectrum
sleep
wondering
about where he is
of connotations. Water is referred to
going
or
where
he
has been have
as the source of all potentialities of
beenintrusivequestionsconnected
existence; the source and grave of
all things in the universe. It can be a with this recurring dream. Perhaps
the dreams are nudging him to pay
feminine symbol and immersion in
attention and examine where he is
water suggests a return to a primorgoing and where he has been in his
dial state. To the Egyptians, water
wakinglife.
1
represented birth and regeneration.
By consciously decoding dream
Therefore, the clarity of the water
symbols
that parade before us in
may indicate a pure state in which
their
various
disguises of universal
the feminine or creative aspect of
and
personal
meanings within the
the self may be wanting to express.
context
of
a
dream,
we find they
Water contained within a pool vs.
usually
relate
to
an
important
free-flowing from a natural source
aspect of our waking life. When
may represent a more confined,
examining their many layers, genrestricted or controlled approach to
uine'ahas' are usually inevitable;
self-expression that you have
ones
in which the dreamer resoexperienced thus far in the world.
nates
with a note of truth that has
Since you consider the scenario a
been
elusive
or hidden before.
pleasant, it may reflect the comfort
level in which you perceive
lJ.C. Cooper, An Illustrated
yourself now.
Encydcpedia et Traditiooa) Symlxi.s,
The color white also has several
Thames and Hudson, 1987
archetypal meanings. It can indicate
2 Ibid.
light, purity or innocence; it can
Dream Times© is a column for you, its
mean a triumph of spirit over the
readers. It is a forum provided to give
response and discussion to dream
flesh,i.e.,holiness.Alchemically,
phenomena you are experiencing. Send
white is the feminine principle: in
material to: Marlene King, M.A., P.O. Box
Mayan cultures it indicated peace
Murphy, OR 97533-0477 or e-mail:
and good health; in Eastern culmarlene@chatlink.com

D~CODNC; Dl2.b..AM
~YtveOL~
Dreams speak to us in picture
language which can at times be
confusing and see ming} ywithout
meaning. However, buried deeply
in the dream's pictorial language,
there are messages that with
practice can be decoded to yield
rich and meaningful material to the
dreamer.
How do we decode our dream
symbols? This basic and often
times perplexing question was a
common theme in the majority of
the responses receive d. Those who
have haunting and invasive dream
images often feel their dreams are
laden with information ready to be
tapped, but unclear about how to
go process them.
In the following dream, both
universal (archety pal) and personal
symbols may be found. Let,s consider ways and possibilities to
decode the symbolism within the
context of the dreamer's waking life
to help determine what the dream
may be telling its creator:
I awaken from a deep sleep with
intrusive scenarios where ....
I cannot recognize the peopleor the
geographiclocalein which Ifind
myself In one particularly pleasant
scene, I was swimming in a clearpool.
As I glided effortlessly through the
water, I observedsh·uctures above the
water level; I was impressedby the
cleanliness and bright whiteness of
these stucco structures. 1cannot
recognizewhere 1am going or where
I am from.
~S.A.
Start by asking how the dream
may be a metaphor for your life
experience - are you feeling an
inability to recognize people/places
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nee, in a dream, l tried
tofeed counterfeitmoneyintoa cashmachine
tucked in an entranceof a desertedschool.l
managedtofooltheapparatusbecauseafterit
inhaledthe bill, it spit out an abundanceof
'real'currency which l eagerly gatheredup.
However,asecuritydevic
esecretedinaceiling
behind me sensed tile 'crime' by spritzing a
whitelaserbeamacrossmy back.Pressuredby
the possibilityof impending arrest, I dashed
out of the complex.
The next night I dreamed of walking
to the edgeof a desert canyon with afaraway
mesa accentingthe distance. Just as the sun
wassetting,a young, ambiguous lookingman
next to me gazed at tile lwrizon. He gestured
towards the entrance to the canyons and
warned me: "It's dangerous to go there at
nigllt."
On the following day on my way to
work,Iapproachedacashmachineinthe
entryway of a local food co-op. I was
abouttoinsertmy ATM cardto withdraw
funds from my checking account only to
discover, resting vulnerably in the cash
well of the machine, a twenty dollar bill!
Since no one was around, 1 pocketed the
perk and then, after work, zipped off to
the nearest Barnes and Noble to reward
myself with a book.
Still euphoric over the dream synchronicity when I got home at dusk, the
coverofthebookbeckonedmetoconsider
it more carefully. The image on it,
rendered in Romantic style, was of a
silhouetted man donning 19th century
clothes. He stood on the edge of clouded
canyonbackdroppedwitheveninglight.
In the distance,a mesa bridgedthe sky and
horizon. ft' s dangerous togo tllereat night."
Stunned, I dropped the book, collapsed to the floor and laughed. Then, a
litanyofrationalizationsforusurpingthe
money from the machine and buying the
book raced through me. Hell, it was a
wealthysuburbwherelfoundit.Someone
else would have taken itifl hadn't. I did
look around for someone who appeared
to be looking for their missing currency.
Or .... maybe the cash machine itself was
feelinggenerousthatdayandspitoutthe
billonitsown.LikeSt.Augustinegloating
over the filching of some pears, I felt
guilty, even ashamed, for taking what
wasn't rightfully mine. But wait! Conscience prevailed, did it not? By buying
the book, I reasoned, I was reciprocating
the dream of feeding the counterfeit
money into the cash machine by doing
something beneficial, something genuinely - if not spiritually - edifying.
0

~

Something in accord with integrity. As I '
righted myself and sat down, I then
Dreams Cnlimite d~
recalled seeing a documentary film on
someCreelndiansinCanadawhokilled
amooseforfoodinthewintertime.When
they cut it open they discovered unborn
ROSEMARY WATTS
twins.Asagestureofrespect,theyfedthe
Dream Educator
steaming, fetal ungulates with their
mother's flesh to insure the continuance
of the cycle of life and death and then
Corporate/Group/Indiv idual
buriedtheminthesnow.Ilikenedmyself
Sessions
todoingsomethingsimilarbybuyingthe
Seminars
bookwiththefoundmoney.Iwasfeeding
Classes
the money back into life.
Jung often said that when we are in
Workshops
accord with an archetypal process,
Retreats
synchronicitieshappenwithgreaterand
Dream Related Products
greaterfrequency. Butwhatarchetypeor
archetypes was I in accordance with? At
the time, I had been bothered by the
mysteryoftheeyeinthepyramid,i.e.,the
Dreams Unlimited
GreatSeal-imprintedonthebackofevery
2126 Oak Drive
U.S. $1 bill. I had been fascinated by the
etymology of the phrase Annuit Coeptis
St. Louis, MO 63131
(He has smiled on our under-takings):
(314) 432-7909
Annuit coming from the word 1iuere
meaningtonod,giveasignjustasaZeus
would do. The word numinosum, the nuStudies in Jungian Psychology
minous comes from annuit. I equated the
by Jungian Analysts
eye in the pyramid with the super-ego
lazer beam that discovered my 'crime' in
75 titles - over 1,000,000 sold
the dream. The eye in the sky was the
surveillanceapparatusoftheNovus Ordo
Sec/orum(New World Order) and not a
mandalaofwholeness,balanceandintegrity.
Also at the time, I was challenging
how any money could be deemed
'authentic' especially when the state that
chums it out, according to my anarchist
friends,isandalwayswillbecounterfeit
itself. The Great Seal began to look more
likeaspellcastingtalisman,generatinga
bogus,manipulativenuminosityandnot
one that leads to a greater sense of well
''The Brillig Trilogy," by Daryl Sharp
being and connection with others.
The more I mused on these vexing
CHICKEN LITTLE
paradoxes, the more punning the synThe Inside Story
chronicities became. I was in a discount
WHO AM I, REALLY?
store anxious to peruse a twenty dollar
Personality, Soul and Individuati on
gift certificate given to me over the
holidays. When I discovered that the
LIVING JUNG
establishment wouldn't honor it, I then
The Good and the Better
had to resort to a paltry reserve of one
Sewn paperbacks, $15 each
twenty dollar bill in my wallet. As the
Add postage : 1-2 books, $2; 3-4 books, $4
cashierrangupmygoods,I pulled on the
Credit Cards: 1-800-444-2524
bill to extricate it from my wallet and it
INNER CITY BOOKS , Box 1271, Station Q,
splitapart!Thecashiersawithappenand
Toronto , ON M4T 2P4, Canada
laughed . She told me, with a sarcastic
flair,tostartrespectingourgovernment' s
Web site: http://www.inforamp.net/ ~icb
property!*
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Henr'i Reed, Cont'd from Q.mJ.e..2.5.
provide applicable insights. Many tell about how they had used their
dreams. I had a series of dreams, a
peopleto ldabouthowtheyha dmade
significant progress on their personal couple involving the word "Sundance" and related archetypal
issues. I was very pleased. I published
in 1978 a rep ort on this work in the imagery involving the theme of ''The
Journal of Clinical Psychology. It was Many and the One,'' suggesting that
the first study of its kind to de- we could create a UNI-versity of
monstrate that it is possible for lay dream students, sharing their expeople, working on their own at plorations into dreams. So I created
home, to make constructi ve use of the journal just for that purpose.
their dreams to improve their lives.
Before professional dreamworkers
DNJ : The average person isn't sure had any kind of forum for scientific
that they can deal with their dreams,
exchange, the Sundancejournals proso your results seem pretty important
vi ded DREAMERS with a forum to
for them to know about.
exchange ideas and experiences, to
HR:
Well, yes, but even more create a body of knowledge and
important back then was what that expertise about dreamwork. The
study meant for the dreamwork
publication
acknowledged
that
movement itself. Prior to that, the ordinary people can have a personal
usual comment from professionals,
relationship with dreams and learn
like psychologists and psychiatrists,
from one another's experiences. It is
was that it's best not to encourage
theequivalentofthepublic,scientific
people to lookattheir dreams because enterprise, but on a popular level.
they are liabletostirupproblemsfor
DNJ:
Wow, I can see how that
them selves. Professionals are not so would help launch a movement,
likely to saythattoday,an d that's the because it would empower people!
result of changes broug ht about by The press has a lot of power to give
the dream work movement.
the people a voice.
DNJ: I read somewhere you being HR: Exactly. And Sundance gave
called the "father" of the dream work people a voice about dreams being
movement. How did you get that more than just a medical sample.
title?
Most of the things that professional
HR: I don't think that I really have dreamworkers explore today were
that title, but it comes from a passage
firstmentioned by ordinary dreamers
ina bookbyJackMcGuire,oneofthe
in the Sundancejournals. There were
early participants in the Dream Net- six issues, published from 1976-1978.
work. In his book on dreams, Night They were subsidized by Atlantic
and Day_,Jack describes my work University. When funding ran out,
creating S11nda11
ce: The Community Bill Stimson, who was big fan,started
DreamJo11rnal,andhow it led to Dream up DreamNetwork Bulletin to carry the
Network. If there is any truth to my torch, the same torch you are carrying
parenting the dreamwork move- today.
ment-and actually there were many DNJ: Well, you carried the torch
parents- it comes from the power of yourself, I know, because you were
the press. The very existence of the aneditorof DNJ fora couple of years,
Sundance journals, regardless of the with Bob Van deCastle,anenthusiast
content within them , spoke loudly
of dream telepathy. Didn't you deabout the birth of a movement.
velop some kind of dream telepathy
DNJ: Tell us about the Simdance experiment that emphasized comjournals. We 've heard of them
munity dreaming?
referred to often , but have never seen HR: I did, and it probably is one of
one.
my dreamwork inventions that is
HR: Well, I guess they are collector's
going the strongest today. We call it
items amo ng historically minded
the "Dream Helper Ceremony."
dream workers. It grew out of that DNJ: Wepublishedanartideortwo
home study project. People wanted
aboutthatceremony in DNJ. Tell us
more. I saw that people had stories to about it. How did it come about?
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HR: It was a serendipitous finding.
When I had the dream tent up at
camp, I noticed that often the kids in
the camp would dream about the
person sleeping in the tent. Sometimes it wouldn't be obvious to
anyone but me, who knew about
what the person in the tent was
dealingwith,solcouldrecognizethe
themes in the other kids' dreams. It
seemed to me that here was a case of
spontaneous dream ESP that was
occurring on a regular basis, a rare
bird in the ESP literature. I wanted to
see if I could create an intentional
experiment that would bring about
the same results . I had had a dream
ofmyownaboutthepowerofacirde
of dreamers to guide me. I also
worked with Bob Van de Castle
because of his experience with dream
telepathy, and together we created
what we called the Dream
Helper Ceremony. That'showitcame
about.
Todescribeit,whatyouhave
in this ceremony, is that a group of
people promise to dream about the
undisclosed problem of a someone
in distress. It's almost like a group of
Good Samaritans, who offer help to a
stranger in distress.
Overaperiodofsometwenty
five years, myself and many other
people who have tried this experiment have founditvery successful.
It's fitting, I suppose, that DNJ has
published accounts of it, but when
Van de Castle and I submitted an
article to the journal Dreaming,which
is very concerned with its academic
standing, they wouldn't publish it.
DNJ: Whynot?Whataretheresults
that are so controversial?
HR: Well, the experiment began as
a humanistic alternative to standard
ESP experiments, so it has this
para psychological background. But
the Dream Helper Ceremony also
stands on its own as a community
dream process.
Basically, what happens is
this: No one dream usually seems
very pertinent. But the group finds
patterns in the dreams that enables
them, usually, to correctly diagnose
the person's problem, even though

they never knew what it was until
the experiment was over. Mark
Thurston, who is now an Executive
Director of the A.R.E., got his
doctorate at Humanistic Psychology
Institute under Stanley Krippner, for
his scientific study of that one finding
in the Dream Helper Ceremony.
Somepeoplewillaccept,and
some people will not, that kind of
evidence for ESP. But what I find
more interesting is the more transpersonal dimension to the group
dreaming process.
DNJ:
What do you mean by
transpersonal?
HR: It means finding something
transcending the personal within the
personal itself. In the Dream Helper
Ceremony, what we find is that the
pattern of imagery in the dreams
points the person's problem, but
doesn't really provide any help to
that person. The purpose of the
ceremony is to help the person,
remember, so we need to go farther.
People question whether you can
really dream for someone else, or if
dreams have any external, objective
value. Well,theanswerwegetisthat
if people will interpret their dreams
for what they are learning about
themselves, then their insights really
do contain helpful advice for the
person for whom they were dreaming. It is as if each person in the
dream helper circle telepathically
tuned in on the person's issue, saw it
in terms of their own issues,and their
dreams responded to the resonance
by suggesting how the dreamer
should work on his or herownrelated
problem. That is the transpersonal
element-each
person found the
distressed stranger within themselves.
DNJ: That seems to be a theme in
dream groups. As in Ullman's dream
process, where each member of the
group can relate personally to the
dreamer's dream.
HR: Exactly. And in the Dream
Helper Ceremony we have an
alternative to the Ullman group
method, not better and not a substitute, but an alternative way to have
a group of lay people, even strangers

to one another, work together
constructively with their dreams.
Today, many people who have
experienced the Dream Helper
Ceremony go on to share it with
others because of its power, even for
the uninitiated.
DNJ:
What do you mean by
uninitiated? People who don't believe
in dream telepathy?
HR: I mean that you can take a
group of people who have no prior
dream experience, and, without
trying to persuade them of any
assertions aboutthevalueofdreams,
the meaning of dreams, or anything
other assertion about dreams, you
can let them see for themselves. All
you ask of them is this: Are you
willing to keep a promise? Are you
willing to lend a hand to someone
here in our group who is confronting
a life challenge and asks for your
help? Ifso, then get a volunteer in the
group, who doesn't say what thei r
problem is, and have the people in
the group promise to remember a
dream for that person that night.
That's all.
I've done this experiment
with Elderhostels, where you have
senior citizens who haven't remembered a dream for ages. They
can relate to the premise of the
experiment. They doubttheir ability
to remember dreams, but remember
them they do, because they've made
acommibnent. They don'tthink their
dreams amount to much, but when I
ask them to examine them in their
group for common themes and come
up with a diagnosis of the person's
problem they were dreaming for, they
do it and they surprise themselves at
how accurate they are! They see that
their dreams have value, that they
contain helpful information.
DNJ: It seems incredible that people
can actually direct their dream to an
invisible target. How do you think it
happens?
HR: That's a good question, and has
sent me off onto a new research
direction. Several years ago I gave an
invited address about the Dream
Helper Ceremony to the annual
convention of the Association for
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the Study of Dreams. Bob Van de
Castle and I had conducted several
workshop demonstrations of it at
prior conventions, and now they
wanted to hear from me about how
it worked. As I was explaining in
my talk,research psychologists have
developed several high powered
technologies to influence dream
content in the laboratory: hypnosis,
pre-sleep suggestion, sensory
bombardment, and so on. It only
works to a limited degree. Dreams
seem to have a will of their own.
DNJ: I think that's an important
point. What makes dreams so
valuable is thatthey have a mind of
their own. They aren't just little
stories that we crank out.
HR: Exactly. What I realized while
I was up on the podium giving that
talk, explaining this history of dream
research, was that in the years that I
had conducted Dream Helper
Ceremonies, none of the participants had ever asked me, "How
am I supposed to dream about
someone else's problem, much less
when I don't evenknowwhatitis?"
It seems like such an obvious
question, but no one had ever asked
it. And, I realized, if they had asked
it, I wouldn't have known how to
tell them. Itwas like a mind-blowing
light exploding in my head; we had
never given them any instructions
on how to do it, we never used a
single technique. I realized that it
was their intention to do so that
carried the day. They simply did it
intuitively.
DNJ: Dreams are pretty intuitive.
We don't usually think of that fact
but they are one of are greatest living
proofs that we are all intuitive.
HR: You're reading my mind.
That's exactly the insightthat came
to me spontaneously while I was
giving that talk. Afterwards, I
decided to investigate how this
intuitive communication between
people in the Dream Helper Ceremony operated. It led me to the
discovery of what I call the "Intuitive
Heart." It relates to the idea that
when we care about someone, our
heart "goes out" to that person. In
other words, we form an intuitive,
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empathic connection. The secret of
dreaming, I believe, is that it is an
empathic process.
DNJ: It seems so obvious when you
say it like that, that dreams are a form
of empathy. Does that affect how we
should see dreams, or interpretthem?
HR: I think so. Rather than seeing
dreams as containing hidden messages,
see dreams as experiences of empathy.
Then use empathy with the dream to
reconnect with the experience of
dreaming itself.
I've been researching this process
using a form of intuitive dream
interpretation.
DNJ: What do you mean by "intuitive"
dream interpretation?
Don't all
forms of dream interpretation
employ intuition?
HR: Inwhatyoumightcall "analytic"
dream interpretation, we look at the
story line of the dream, or patterns, or
symbols, or feelings. In other words,
we begin by analyzing some feature of
the dream by a standardized process to
get a handle on the dream's meaning.
In intuitive dream interpretation, we
are looking for an immediate, holistic
response to the dream. In the Bible,
Joseph interpreted dreams and called
it a gift from God . That suggests an
intuitive response, direct from the
unconscious.
To explore this type of ability,
I've tried having people get into a
meditative state and hear the dream.
Another approach is to read a dream to
someone who is hypnotized. A really
fun way to do it is to have people dance
themselves dizzy, then respond to a
dream .... that works surprisingly well.
DNJ: I guess you help people get out
of their minds and then dream interpretation comes easier.
HR: A dream occurs in a special state
of consciousness and is the best
expression of itself. So what state of
consciousness do we need to be in to be
able to directly appreciate the dream?
That is the quest of intuitive dream
interpretation.
Most recently, I've explored
something akin to dream divination as
an approach to dream interpretation.
Tarot readers, for exam pie, will throw
down cards and interpret a dream
before they even know what it is.
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There's a big synchronicity element
there, which of course pertains to
intuition. The Mayans also do
something similar, using a calender
divination to interpret your dream,
again, before they even know what
the dream is. These methods have
something in common with the
Dream Helper Ceremony, because in
all cases, someone tries to help
someoneelsebyforminganintuitive
empathy with that person's issue. So
I created an experimental procedure
I call Intuitive Heart™ Dream Story
method. It goes like this:
Person A makes an intuitive heart
connection with person B, who has a
dream in mind. Person A allows a
personal memory to spontaneously
emerge in consciousness. Person A
tells person B the story of that
memory. Person A then begins to
reflect upon that story as a teaching
story: what does Person A have to
learn from that story, what lesson
does it contain. Afterwards, person B
tells the dream and makes the
connection with the story . The
structure of this process grows
directly out of the Dream Helper
Ceremony. One person goes inside to
get something personal, makes a
lesson from it, and that lesson also
feeds the other person. What makes it
more interesting is that a dream itself
is a story. A dream interpretation is a
storyaboutastory,anditisinteresting
to see how one person's personal story
opens up another person's relationship to a dream. Here again we
are seeing the community building
aspect of dreams.
DNJ: Youarelikeawalkingdream
encyclopedia, Henry! I admire the
creativity and spirituality that you
have evolved and introduced into
scientific circles as well as among
every night dreamers .
I'd like to tell a brief story. When I
first started stewarding DreamNetwork Journal, one day I stood with
handsonhipsstaringatahugepileof
'nuts and bolts' work that needed
attending. I was feeling a little
disenchantedlike the individual
who achieves enlightenment and/or
experiences nirvana and is then told
to 'chop wood and carry water.' Just

ther., I heard, from behind my left
shoulder, a chorus singing a phrase
from one of Paul Winter's albums:
,,And great is your reward in Heaven!" That's al Ii t took to energize me
for the work at hand and it has
sustained me ever since! I sing it now
to you.
'Can we look at the dream story
from a broader perspective. Hopefully , you can weave a response
around this series ofrelated questions:
What impact do you perceive
the Dream movement is having,
culturally .... especially in Western
culture? Are we, in fact, he lping to
raise consciousness, to bring about
the changes that are so evidently
needed? What changes have you
perceived over the past 30 years?
HR: I think the study of dreams
introduces the transpersonal into the
culture. Dreams have always expanded our understanding of reality
by challenging our boundaries of the
real, of the possi bi e. One of the ways
dream appreciation impacts the
culture, especially as we hear one
another's dreams, is that we are put
in touch with the inner poet who
dreams. Wehearourinner,subjective
response to the outer world. That
helps spiritualize our lives, which
means in this context, to fight against
the idea that we are just machines,
that the universe is a mechanical
process. Our dreams show us - and
do so especially when dreamwork
allows the people to hear one
another's dreams - thatwearespirit
and are alive and well and paying
attention.
The most significant change I have
seen is that people are learning to feel
mo re comfortable hearing one
another's dreams.It used to be that if
youtolda dream in public,someone
had to make a joke to relieve the
tensionintroducedbythatalternative
reality. The dreamwork movement
has been helping to socialize people
to respond in a more constructive
way to hearing a dream . That ability
to listen and respond to a dream in
an accepting, open, way creates a
path for the dream consciousness
to enter our culture in a more significant manner.
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House of Dr eams,~
We had many walk-ins who
never came back. Maybe they'd
heard about us from a friend or
somebody at work and they came in
once to try it, found it didn't work or
didn't change their lives right away
and never came back. Every few
months we purged the computer of
namesofpeoplewhoneverretumed
The following Thursday, however,
Maris appeared again. The weather
was wet and cooler and she was
wearing a Burberry raincoat which
looked a little out of place nextto the
NavysurpluspeajacketsoftheNew
Agers.
"I'd like to try again," she said,
with a spunky smile. "Never say
die,eh?"
That day, she had a long and
beautiful REM and she emerged
from cube seven with a rather
astonished look on her face.
"Did I do it?" she asked, looking
at me rather tentatively, as if I were
a teacher or a parent.
"As far as I can tell," I said,
showing her the EEG printout.
"This means I dreamed?" she
asked. I nodded. "But what did I
dream about?"
lwasutterlycharmed.Shecame
to dreaming so fresh, with so few
expectations , that she didn't even
know yet that if you're not careful
your consciousness will swallow
your dream s whole and leave
nothing behind. The following week,
she returned and dreamed again.
"How was it?" I asked when she
emerged from cube seven looking
refreshed and relaxed.
"It was lovely," she said, "I've
never felt so ... " She hesitated a
second before finding the right word,
''free."
I smiled and nodded.
"I dreamt I was ... "
I put my finger to my lips.
"Sometimes it's better not to say.
Brucesaysthegoldtumstoashwhen
it's brought out of the night garden."
"Oh, but it was extraordinary,"
said Maris. "I dreamt I was in school
again, before I met Ted, and ... "
I wagged my finger." Ah-ah."
She bit her lips and smiled,
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embarrassed in aperfectly fetching
way. She was bursting
with
enthusiasm, like a new convert to a
religion. But I knew from experience
that for certain people telling dreams
could be dangerous. She bought a
five coupon dream book and went
off to pick up the kids.
The following week she
returned again looking a little
crestfallen.
"I went home and told my
husband my dream, the dream I had
last week. He was in it." She didn't
have to say anything more. I knew
what happened. He either laughed
at her or he blew up. Nothing will
tum gold to ash faster, and many of
the suburban housewives who have
shared their dreams with their
husbands have never come back.
"Would you like your money
back on the coupon book?" I asked.
"No," she said in a determined
way. "This is something I need to
do."
From that day, Maris began to
change,notextemally
so much, but
internally. She still wore the same
style of clothes, at least for the first
six months or so, but it's as though
she began to grow, which is
impossible, of course, for a woman
her age, but as the weeks went on,
she seemed to be taller, or to take up
more space than she had before. I
asked Bruce about this, and he said
we all have the capacity to fill up
much more space than our bodies
actuallyoccupy,butmostofushave
been taughtto tuck ourselves inside
ourselves the way a huge jib sail can
be stuffed into a tiny bag. There's no
more or less cloth when the sail's
filled with wind than when it's in
the bag; it's just a question of
expansion. Dreaming lets some
people out of their bag, and from the
time they begin, they start to grow
big and occupy more space.
EvenMaris'shusbandnoticedit.
At least I assumed the rather burly
business type who came in one day
without an appointment was her
husband come to check up on the
House of Dreams. He stood in the
doorway for a second and sniffed
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the air like a bulldog.
uThis the place people come to
dream?" he called out gruffly from
the doorway.
I pointed to a sign on the wall
near cubicle one: Quiet,please,dreams

in progress.
He strode over to the control
booth and stared at the EEG displays.
He put both hands on the counter.
His fingers were surprisingly short
and stubby, and the flesh swelled
around his wedding band. Ori his
right ring finger, he wore a chunky
university ring with Greek letters on
it. He
stood there like a football
lineman, legs spread, feet firmly
planted, as if he was ready to make
a run at me, and that's when I first
thought
he might be Maris's
husband, for I realized that in spite
of his abrupt manner and rough
voice, this man felt threatened by
Bruce's House of Dreams.
UWhat is it you people do here
anyway?" he asked, eyeing a pair of
Birkenstocks who justthenemerged
from cubicle six smelling of incense
and patchouli. (Bruce had a rule
aboutdualoccupancydreaming,but
we let this couple, who signed in as
Vishnu and Lakshmi, dream side by
side as long as there was no sex.
They assured us they were into a
Tantricthingand were withholding,
so Bruce okayed it.)
"We give people permission to
dream," I said, sliding a brochure
across the counter as an attempted
peace offering. Paraphrasing
the
brochure' slanguage,Isaid, "We seek
to create
a dream-friendly
environment
where people can
experience their inner unconscious
selves."
The man gave a derisive snort
and shoved the brochure back atme.
"Well, I don't need to dream," he
said, "Suppose everybody just sat
around and did nothing but dream?
Whatthen,huh?
How'dtheworkof
theworldgetdone,eh?
That's what
I'd like to know."
Since these weren't, strictly
speaking, questions, I didn't give
any replies but merely offered to
show him the cubicles and give him
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House of Dreams, Cont'd frnm pg.-21
the chance to dream for himself.
"Me? Dream?" he asked, incredulously, "You out of
your mind or what?"
And with that he left, though it took half an hour before
the angry vibrations followed him out of the building.
After that, Maris' s dreams became more troubled. More
than once I heard anguished moaning coming from her
cubicle while she was in REM. Once she cried out "Stop!"'
and "Help!" She was letting her hair grow and the neatly
pressed khaki trousers and crisp turtlenecks gave way to
looser clothes with more flowing lines. She did her first
overnight some six months after her first visit. She said she
had begun to dream at home, but felt she couldn't dream
properly with her husband beside her in bed She had
waves and waves of REM that night, and in the morning I
could hear the sound of sobbing in her cubicle. It was a long
time before she could corn pose herself, and when she came
out she looked exhausted, but cleansed in an odd way.
She did several overnights
after that, but the
expansiveness that was there after her first visits drastically
faded. She even seemed to shrink a bit, as if she were
literally getting smaller, shrinking to a size no larger than
my thumb.
0 lt's the same principle
as a white dwarf star," Bruce
explained. "All that energy collapses in on itself, getting
smaller and smaller without losing any force. It's a prelude
to a super nova, an incredible explosion."
Maris came in for her final visit on a Thursday at one
o'clock, but she did not dream. She had simply come to
thank me.
"I didn't do anything you couldn't have done yourself,"
I said.
I know that now," she replied, and I never saw her
aF;ain.
A few months later we got a letter from the Rocky
Mountain Dream Institute. Though they called it an
"institute," it was more like a monastery really, situated
way up in the thin air of the mountains.
"I have been here three months with the children," she
wrote, "The life here is centered on dreaming. We are far
from what is called civilization so we may dream more
freely. We rise at night to record our dreams in private and
common books. Some of the dreams are extraordinarily
beautiful here, and some of the brethren illuminate them
with intense and vibrant colors. Some of our dreams are
large and some are very small; some are terrifyingly violent
and others prophecy coming doom. In the mornings we
share our dreams and ponder their meaning as we tend the
garden or work in the scriptorium. In the evenings we study
Macrobius or read Chaucer's dream vision poetry. Before
bed, we meditate and prime ourselves for the nightly dramas
that will unfold. In the time we have been here, the children,
living only with books and their imaginations, have begun
to dream quite naturally, and we nurture their dreams and
teach them to live by their meaning. I enter my dreams more
freely now , and in the morning I emerge renewed You must
come and visit if you can.
Love, Maris."
0

*
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Dreams & Fantasy, Cont'd from page-21.
cathedraltype ceiling.Hangingfrom the ceilingare
severalbird cages,gleamingbright, the doorsopen.
The cagesareempty. Severalof the birds want to
live tlu~re. T11ey
fly from my jacket up into the cages,
regainingtheir tnte size. They shut the doorand are
happy, singing away. I go home.But when I let the
animalsout, I find most of them aregone. "What
happenedto my little brown rabbit?Whereare all
my geese?"The loss of the rabbitespeciallyhurts.
The othersexplain they had wanted to live outside.
W1111t
is left is one bird, an owl, a little green wonn,
and a banana. The wonn crawlsoff to the kitchen,
the bananato the staircase,the owlfinds a dark
enclosedlittle areaof old bookswhereit happily
lives. The bird stays with me. My brotheris play.ing
the TV very loudly. The bird is upset by this, so we
go upstairs. We can still hear the TV; I shout at him
to turn it down. The bird is distressed,becauseit
wants to sing all day and it wants everyoneto listen
to it sing. I explain that sometimespeoplewill be
doing other things. The bird is not happy and wants
to leave.So I take it outsideand let it gofree.
Interpretation: This dream compares the birds
who want to be confined (safe) to the bird who
wants freedom (adventure).

'rhe 1<.inlJof t:he ~airies
I discoveran old bookwritten by my uncle. It is
about a boy who is raisedby servants in an old
mansion.with many mysterious rooms.He does not
know who his parents are.His playmate is a girl
who lives next door, Wendy. They are imaginative
childrenand believein fairies. One day the boy sees
afairy - a woman with long dark hair - who tells
him that he is the son offairies and one day he will
be king of thefairies. Both the boy and Wendy are
excitedby this revelation.As they grow older,the
girl is sent off to boardingschool. The boy grows to
manhoodandforgets about her. He never tries to
contactorfind out wlwt lias happenedto her. He no
longerbelievesin fairies. He marriesa woman
scientist with t/1esame rationalbent of mind. He
dies young from unknown causes. Wendy comesto
hisfuneral, alongwith a procession offairies. They
Jwveexpectedhim to marry his childhoodsweetheart
and give them some sign he was ready to become
king. Then they would have carriedhim off to
fairyland. But it never happened.Wendy, who was
in lovewith him, still believes.
Interpretation: The boy who rejects his
belief in fairies and the girl who never does:
these are the two sides of my adult self.
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Mature Relationships:
Symbolic,Cognitive& CulturalR~f/ectionson a Dream
Y.ol.11-N.o~4 ~ Androgyny: The Union of Opposites

Warrior> Star Wars > Crop CircleMysteries
VoL12No.1.,INo __2 ~ Animals: Birds, Insects, Fish in
Dreams> Heron S11nrise> The Adventure of Starting Your
Own Dream Group > My Lord Who Hums
V.ol.12-N.o.3 ~ Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams >
Invitation:A Dream Tree Odyssey> Tlie Dream Poet &
CreativeWriting > The Thing with Leaves
V.oL.UNo. 4 ~ Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams >
Interviews with Russell Lockhart& Bra11tSecunda> Jeweled
Medicine Wlieel> Probingthe Deptlis
Vol. 13 No. 1 ~ Cross Cultural Perspectives> Senoi

Dream Theories> Guide lo Children's Dreams> Chaos!
VoL13 N~ ~ More Cross Cultural Perspectives
> A11stralia11
AboriginalDreamtime > Leaming Herbal

Healingin Dreams> More Chaos!
Vol.13No. 3 ~ Native American Views> l Send a Cry>
Coming Full Circle> Forlines, tile Healer
V.ol.13No.4~
Tlie PIIe11omeno11
of ExtraterrestrialDreams
> Sharing CIIildre11
's Dreams
Vol.14 Nos.1&2 ~ Dreaming Humanity's Path $10
Protecting the Children & Warning Dreams
V.ol.14No. 3 ~ Dreaming Humanity's Path: Visions
of Guidance> Signs in tlie Sky > Walking with my Shadow
> Psyc/1icDream? Be CarefulWho You Tell!
Vol.14 No~~ Dreaming Humanity's Path: Beyond
the Veil> Whispersand Murmurs> Dreamsas Exceptional

Human Experience> The Releaseof TransformativeEnergy
into CollectiveConsciousness
Y__ol.15No.J ~ Dream Inspired Community: Dreami11g
in D1111dee
, NY> The Spirit of Community is Alive in Dream
Groups> Dreaming Online> BADC/Bay Area
Y___oL15No.4~ Symbols : language

of the Soul >

LearningSymbolicLang11age
> Interview with Wilda Tanner
V.oL16-No, 1 ~ Dancing the Dream Awake! > Hints &
l11limatio11
s from Russell Lockhart> KoreanShamanism
YolJ6 _No . _2__
~ Dreamsharing

With Children >

EDITORIAL

POLICY

Weencourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology-with complementary
graphicsor photoswhich will be empowering for our readers. We accept
articles ranging from experiential to scholarly accounts and
ask you to share techniques and insights from experiences
with effective, creative dream work in our Dream Education/
Art of Dreamsharing Section.
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
transformative experience ... to informal sharing, synchronicity, orinsight gained ,ingroups and therapy.
Your Questions, Explorations andOpinions are welcome
for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
needing new members, dream related research requests and
to notify us of quality dream related events, services or
books which would be of interest to the readership.
Related sidebars and quotes are always welcme.
Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer bothhard a::J}.2y__and
computerdjsk sul;.mjssjons.lReproducible black and white
original artwork & photos are welcome; photocopies are
acceptable. Please include SASE with submission and/or
request for guidelines.
Dream Network fournal reserves the right to edit all
material submitted for publication. Dream Network obtains
first North American serial rights only. All copyrights revert
to author/artist after first publication, with proviso that
material will be available for future anthologies of Dream
Networkmaterial.

-----------------,
]D) ff rE@l fYfll] JN!rE it f!jJJ) (fJ) ff ffe;
Celebrate Every Day
§ 1k@,ff rJ] )f ({J)fJJJff J]J)ff rJ]@,fMl1J,
~
With a Unique & Growing
Dream Comxmunity
DN V16#4 Winter 1997/98

~ ~

§wrbJ~©tr.il.hJ@
JN/@'{fJJJ}U
~ ~

1-800-861-3732Subs only, please!
VISA/MC/AmEx Accepted

= Subscription & Gift Rates=

I
I
I
I
I

$18.00 for new Subscribers
$16 for an additional year or Gift subscription
Canada/Mexico, Add $8/Foreign, Add $16
for First Oass Postage. (U.S. Funds, please.)

j

NAME _______________

I,

ADDRESS. ______________

Children,Dreams & The Inner Artist > Dreams and the Law
YnL16-No. 3 ~ The Wit & Wisdom in Dreams> WIT &
CITY/ST/ZIP __________
It's Relntion to the U11
co11scio11
s > LorenzoAbdula > A Dream
Bestiary> Being & Dancing wit/1 PrincessDiana

__

:

-----------------~
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* Dream Networkers/Regional

Contact

Persons

*

We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the
willingness of these Contact persons/Networkers. All are committed to the value of dreams; each has their own area of
interest and/or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available
to answer questions from any caller, regardless of location. If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us!
Some Networkershave special conditions, such as times they are available for phone conversations. Please respect each
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return.
AffilCA
Charles de Beer PO Box 598
Umtentweni4235,SouthAfrica
Dream ''Readings"via written
correspondence to above
address. Worldwide
ALAS.KA
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324
Jungian, Dream Groups,Info
Skagway , State of Alaska
Tima Pries s 907/479.6553
Animals, Dreams & Trauma
NearFairbanks
Billie Jo Secrist 907/789.2669
General Info -- Juneau area
CALIEO.RNIA
Bay Area Dreamworkers Group
(BADG)
707/824-9121
% Eric Snyder
Info & Resources on Regional
N etworkingfor Dream workers
Patricia Keelin 707/254-7829
Lucid/Dream Light
NortherCalifomia
Marcia Lauck 408/264.4970
Dreams&Consciousness
SF Bay Area/USA
Dream Library & Archives
Jill Gregory, Director
Pr efer M-F 10am - l0pm
415/897.7955 or 415/898.2559
Extensive Dream Resources
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Ruth Sacksteder
510/549.2162
Lucid Dreaming 7- 9 p.m. PST
Frank Stefano 619/270-6766
Groups, General Info
San Diego & Surrounding Area

GERMANY
Michael Schredl

0621/793525

General info/resources, groups
Preferredlanguage,German
6pm - 7pm Mon-Fri
Germany,Austria & Switzerland

HAWAII
Frances Ring 808/637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups
Hawaiian Islands
ILLINill.S
Gail A. Roberts 630/365-0771
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
Rev. Dan Prechtel 847/492.9013
General info/lucid, groups
Ind iv & groupspiritualcompanionship
Metro Chicago & Northshore
IN.DIANA
Phil Schuman 219/422.5133
Generalresources,researcher
Stateoflndiana

KANSAS
Steve Carter 316/263.8896
General Resources & Groups
M/Th/Fr eves; Sat. p.m.
Kansas/No. Oklahoma

MARYLAND
Sherie Healey 410/465-0010 or
1-800-235-8097 Anytime
DreamGroups,Generallnfo
State of Maryland

MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 508/371.1619
Lucid,General,Groups
CANAilA
Early eves Boston/MetroWest
Dick McLeester 413/772.6569
Jan Janzen
General Resources
Box 437, Tofino, B.C. V0R 2Z0
Greater New England/W.MA
Lucid,hypnogogic, Tibetan
Karen Surman Paley 508/887.5090
Writtencommunicationonly
Survivors of sexual abuse/
Canada/International
Multiple Personality Disorder
Suzanne Nadon 519/371.6060
8 - 9 p .m. EST
U.S.A.
Creativity& Lifestyle, Jung
Ramsay Raymond 508/369-2634
Ontario/Native Community
Special focus on experiential
ELillUDA
dream work. Mon. & Fri. best.
ONLINE Dream Lynx 407/869.8111 East MA/esp. Boston & West
Linton and Beck Hutchinson
Father Joseph Sedley 508/842.8821
email:hutchib@iag.net
Pastoral dreamwork/12 Step/
Spiritual & Emotional Growth
ERAN.C.E
Joseph Natuzzi Ph: 93-97-39-81 9 a.m. - 5 p .m.
State of Massachusetts
Riviera Dream Group
MI.cHIGAN
Nice France 06000
Judy White 616/353.7607
101563.2755@compuserve.com
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Holistic Therapies & Dream Groups
Michigan

MLNNES..OTA
Jaye C. Beldo 612/827.6835
Dream Democracy/Integrative
Dream Narration--Evenings
Upper Midwest
Mary Flaten 507/663.1269
Genera!Resources&Groups
StateofMinnesota

MIS_S_QJJRI
Dean McClanahan 417/491.4508
General,Jung,UFO
Springfield/StateofMissouri
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO
M_QNIANA

Anita Doyle/ 406/542.1475
Workshops/ongoing groups
Montana
NE.WliAMfSHIRE
Charlotte Bell 603/529.7779
Gen. Preparation for Death
5 -11 p.m. New Hampshire

N_E.WJERSEY
Valerie Melusky 609/921.3572
Generalinfo&Groups
PA/NY/NJ
N.E._W
_Y.O.RK
Allen Flagg 212/532-8042
KiltonStewart'sSenoi
Dream Education NYC
Jennifer Borchers 212/683.5677
Recovery from childhood abuse,
healing male/female relations
Evenings& weekends
NY/NJ/CN, esp . Five Boroughs
Harold Ellis 516/796.9455
Gen.Resources, Dream drama
NY/NJ
LeonVanLeeuwen 212/888.0552
General Resources, groups NY

NORTH CAROUNA
Al Phillips
704/553.9508
Generallnfo&Resources
NO & SO Carolina

OHID
Noreen Wessling 513/831.7045
General Info & Groups: OHIO
Micki Seltzer 614/292.3407
General Info & Groups . OHIO

OREGON
E.W. Kellogg III 541/535-7187
Lucid dreaming/Dream Healing
E-mail: DoctorStrange@msn.com
lnterdimensional/Oregon
John MacKenzie & Jane Slama
541.862-8006Email:elixira@juno.com
Relationships/hynogogic/somatic
Call anytime before 9pm PST
Graywolf Swinney 541/476.0492
Dreams&Consciousnes s
lntemational/NW States
fENN5-YLY ANIA/ _OHlO
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614/264.4444
Experiential Dream Group s &
Parapsychicaldreams
7 p.m. - 9 p.m .
Central PA/N.E. Ohio
TENNESSEE
Tom Goad 615/834.6564
General Resources/Dream Group
TEXAS
John Ashbaugh 806/655.9738
General Info& Resources
Texas
U.S.A. Fred Olsen Contact via
email:Dreamtrek@aol.com
Dream Re Entry Healing Process
UTAH
Ruth Hoppe 801/583.1405
General Resources&Groups
Early eves
No . UT/WY/ID
Roberta Ossana 435/259-5936
DreamKey@lasal.net Resour ces &
Groups, Info Four Comer Area
YlRGINIA
Antholy Golembiewski
540/949-6901
Mutual & Lucid Dreaming
Eves & Weekends preferred
Central Virginia
WASHINGTON
Bob Coalson 206/582.1467
Nightmares,Senoi,Sandplay
PacificNorthwest
Judith Picone 206/745.3545
General Resources& Group s
N.W. ID/MN/WA
Lee Piper 206/659.0459
General Resources/Native
Pacific NW/ID/MN
Susan James 425/776-4858
Parapsychologist,Generallnfo
Phone consultations/lst, Free

WASlilNGION D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703/281.3639
Genera!Resources,Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area

Networks
New Dreamsharing group forming.
Wake up through dreaming!
No fee. Monroe, NY/Orange County
Perry Harris Ph: 914.782.8286
In this group, we promote selfdiscovery via understanding the
special language & imagery of dreams.
Manhattan & Westchester. Call
914.591.7607 Elizabeth How ell, Ph.D.
Lamb & Lion Ministries
Workshops, dreamwork, inner
journey, individual & group
spiritual companionship.
Rev. Dan Prechtel.
Ph: 847.492.9013 Evanston, IL
Exploring inner worlds through lucid
dreaming? Weekly study group. No
fee .Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V
2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743
Dream workshop of the Theosophical
Society in Miami & So. Florida.
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators:
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed./12 Noon @Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway,
Deerfield Beach 33441 Ph: 954.420.0908
Dreamsharing on Internet!
Frominternationaldreamsharing,
scientific articles to support and
discussion groups, if it is about
dreams, it's on-line. For info, send
email address to RCWilk@aol.com
Southern OR Dream Connection
John Mackenzie & Jane Slama
153 Shamrock Lane, Grants Pass, OR
97527 Ph: 541.862-8006
Dream Group in Redwood City, CA
Group meets every Thursday@7 p.m.
No charge to attend
Contact Baron. Ph: 415.369.4051
Cynthia Kohles M .S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. Ph:707.526.2500
Bay Area Lucid dreamers of all levels of
experience. Monthly meetings on Sunda
P.M. No fee. Ph: 510.549.2162
Berkeley, CA. Contact Ruth Sacksteder

StanelyKrippner&lngridKeplerMay.
Drawing from dream interpretation &
other systems. Wed. & Thurs.: 7:30.
9pm. Berkeley, CA. Ph:510.526.2900

•~•

Dream

Lucid Dreamers of all levels with an
interestinexploration,experimentation
and enhanced awareness in waking &
dreaming are invited to meet every third
Wednesday, 7-8p.m. No fee.
Contact Keelin@ 701.254.7829
Napa Valley, CA
Dream Resources, Groups
& Connections
Contact Roberta Ossana @435.259.5936
oremail:DreamsKey@sisna.com

Groups
Programs in art & practice of
dreamwork for lay persons
& profess ionals.
Classes, workshop s, referrals,
consultation to individuals, groups.
Biopsychospiritual framework.
Contact Ramsay Raymond
The Dreamwheel
191 Subdury Road,
Concord, MA 01742-2423.
Ph: 508.369.2634.
Email: Dreamwheel @compuserve.com

"Working With Dreams"
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesdays 7:30- 9:30 Contact
David Pit kin Ph: 518.885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monda y night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B.
Van Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY

Ongoing Dream Group in Alaska.
Meeting with Network across the State.
Contact Susan Fredricks Ph: 907.983.2324

Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers.All welcome!
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area
ContactNore en Wessling
5429 Overlook Drive , Milford, OH
45150 Ph: 513.831.7045

Pacific Northwest Center for Dream
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian
oriented, ongoing dreamgroups,
individual dreamwork, seminars &
training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel
@206.447.1895. Seattle, WA
Maplestone Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee .
Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada
Wichita, KS Dream Group
Contact:STEVECARTER
550 West Central #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No fee. Phone: 316.263.8896
Dream Awareness Circle
Every Sunday 2 - 4p.m. V Offering
@Magical}ourney Books
Open to public Nashville, TN
Ph : 615.834-6564
Email:signaturex@webtv.net

New England Contact
Greater Boston/ Cambridge area.
Write or Phone Dick McLeester
@New Dreamtime, PO Box 92
Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413.772.6569
Columbus, OH Dream group.
Peer-led. Ullman style process.
Meets 1st & 3rd MONDAY, midday,
OSU campus area.
ContactCindiMushrush
Ph: 614.451.4536

Edith Gilmore
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation group meets monthly in my
home. No fee. 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord , MA 01742 Ph: 508.371.1619
Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact Sherry Healy
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee
Ph: 410.750.1: 11 ·Jr 800.235.8097
CREA TIVIDREAM
GROUPS&WORKSHO PS
UtilizingJungian,expre ssiveand
integrativedreamworkm ethods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,
PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533-0477
Ph: 541.471.9337

METROD.C COMMUNITY
Open To All who share an interestin
dreams. lst Sat. each month , 1-5pm
131 Park St. NE, Vienna, VA.
Info: contact Rita Dwyer
Ph: 703.281.3639 No fee
DreamLynx provides a vehicle for the
sharing and translation of dreams.
Sections include ... resourcesshowi ng
you how to interpret dreams.
Coordinated by
Beckand Linton Hutchinson
on the World Wide Web . Website:
http://www.licensesure .com/.dream
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Dream

Research

Services
& Items

* & * Projects

BECKY LAMAN-HYNES is

TELEPATHIC & PRECOGNITIVE

working on a research project
concerning sound in dreams. She i'!i
looking for any sounds or sound
effects within the dream that effected
the level of consciousness while in the
dream state and any consequential
effectsonwakingconsciousness.
Soundeffectscouldinclude
singing,
chanting, toning, drumming or
playing any musical instrument
while in the dream. She is
particularly interested in theeffectof
toning in the dream state. Please send
dreams to: 688 N.E. First Street,
Dania, FL 33004 Ph: 954.926.7528

Those who are 21 or older and who
haveexperiencedeithertelepathicor
precognitive dreams and would like
to participate in a study designed to
map the range of these experiences,
please call or write for a
questionnaire, to: HELEN
ERICKSON, 1208Virginia Way,La
Jolla, CA 92037. Ph: 619.459.8557
Email: HErick784 7@aol.com. All
responses will be keptconfidential.

MARLENE KING, M.A. is researching dreams from people who "surrogate" dream for others who are
emotionally blocked due to griefor
trauma. Confidentiality assured.
Pleaseindicateconsentforpublication. PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533
Phone 541.471.9337
Email: Marlene@chatlink.com
Seeking dreamers who are mobility
impaired in waking life for study
exploringeffectsofspecifically
directed lucid dream imagery for
psychologicabenefits
and possible physical healing.
Will teach lucid dream skills
tointerestedparticipants.
Contact PATRICIA KEELIN
2155 Spencer St., Napa CA 94559
Ph: 707.254.7829
Anyone doing conscious explorations
of the dreamscape and/or hypnagogic
states related to the Tibetan method of
lucid dreaming, please respond.Write
to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Tofino, B.C.,
Canada V0R 2ZO

JANICE BAYLIS, Ph.D. is seeking
dreams about or featuring celebrities.
These could be entertainers,
politicians,sportsfigures,scientists,
etc. If you have access to dreams
which celebrities have had, these are
also needed. Occasionally, these turn
up in the news. Write to: 1180Oakmont
Rd. #51-JSeal Beach,CA 90740

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

, _Books
for Sale

~ Dreamer

for Windows 95~
THE ultimate integrated
dreamwork tool!
• your own dream journal •
- • your own symbol dictionary •
• notes and keywords •
• extensive search capabilities for
text,dates or keywords •

Only $19.99 + $4 S&H
(rexas Residencesadd 8.25% salestax) Send
Visa/MC/Disc.Card#, expiration date and
address or Check or MO to: Sky Systems
ATTN: Dreamer P.O. Box 3673
Amarillo , TX 79116 .... or *Check us out
on the Web at: http://SkySystems.com/

Fun&Unique!
Handcrafted Goddess Clothing/
Acces:;ories. Lotions,Potions,Statues,
Candles, plus more.
Catalog $2.00 to Goddess Goods,
Wilson, WY 83014-0093

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Let us continue Dreaming Humanity's Path and create, here ....
.... a cultural repository for visionary dreams.
Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to share
with the larger community.
Submit to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Jl))ff(f2@1.ftf}[l
J&!<eic'tlJW(Q)ff'lk.
(Q)ooJL.11vncd
Our Website
http://www.

Address

is:

dreamnetwork.net

Our World Wide Web site has sample articles, writer's guidelines
and much more dream education/information.
Register Online for FREE subscription! Monthly Drawing
Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

ATOJW]E,JRZ1rTI§ffiQ
in the -Oream

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

"Network

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Journal

DISPLAY ADS: Phone Jacki Brooks-Christie@ (918)458-4278or Roberta 0ssana @ (435) 259-5936
Email: DreamKey@lasal.net for our affordable rates or request from DNJ, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services:
$15per Issue, $50 per year (4 Issues); limited to 20 words. $1 per word beyond 20 words.
RESEARCH PROJECTS: $1 per word/10% discount for 1 year listing.
Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher . DNJ does not endorse nor take responsibility
for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage readerfeedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints.
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The most com_Qrehensive
Jun~anvideolibraryand
a $90.00 savings.
•• .No, you'renot

dreaming.
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DRI 08 BIRDS AND FLYING CREATURES
(PART 2)
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DRI 09 SNAKES IN DREAMS
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